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T^ollins 'Reunion
at Woodstock
^^Y FORD, Chevrolet, Cadillac and
thumbs over a hundred sons and daughters of the best
college in the country came to Woodstock, Connecticut, for the assembly of the clan on August nineteenth.
In response to notices sent out far in advance, by tenthirty that morning the graduates, former students,
undergraduates, future freshmen, their relatives and
friends were renewing old ties at President Holt's home.
Prexy took a large number of them thru his home
and thru Grange Hall where he has many interesting
antiques, first editions of rare books and autographed
copies of the works of famous authors. This was worth
the trip by itself for all of the items are connected with
some fascinating story that only Prexy can tell. Outside of the house stood the mill-stone newly cut with
the names of the previous owners of the old house
where Prexy now makes his summer residence. Did
you see the cat room? And the dog room? If you
didn't you should certainly locate somebody from Rollins at once and find out how and why these two guest
chambers gained their titles.
Rain began to deluge the country just about the
time the guests began to arrive and as the heavens
opened each guest bore an expression that clearly denoted worry as to where and how luncheon would be
eaten. For a time it looked as if we would all be held
at Grange Hall, but just at the right moment the skies
cleared and motors swarmed toward Roseland Park.
With the Lake just over the porch rail it seemed
as if our Alma Mater had almost been transported to
the North. Each one brought his own luncheon but
Dr. Holt provided pop (or tonic as some New Engenders called it) and ice cream. There was Coca-Cola
enough for everyone. Dean Anderson says that it
Rollins ever chooses an official beverage it probably will
be this variety of refreshment. Larry Lynch, publicity
director, added, "I ought to be able to get a good news
story from an investigation about how many miles a
student can go to a gallon."
Dr. Holt received pounds and pounds of birthday
presents. When they are all assembled for transportation to Rollins next fall it will certainly take a freight
car to move them all. Everyone who could, brought
another stone for the Walk of Fame. They were
heaped about the floor of the office under Grange Hall,
they were piled on the lawn. John Hancock, John
Adams, John Quincy Adams, Motley, Aggassiz, Lowell,
William Dean Howell and a host of other names that
have helped to make history.
Prexy started the "literary period" after luncheon
by mentioning that one of his feminine ancestors in
America had been condemned as a witch and destined
by Cotton Mather to be the "queen of Hell". The
meeting was turned over to Mr. Clarence Bowen, an
uncle of Prexy, as President of the Day.
The only disappointment of the day was the fact
that there were so few alumni representing the early
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classes present. George Morgan King, 02, represented the earliest class in attendance and was awarded a
fountain pen. His reminisences of early days at Rollins was most interesting.
Alexandra Birkbeck, '34, won the prize given to the
one coming the farthest distance to attend the Reunion. Alexandra had just come all the way from Mt.
Dora, Florida, thus winning the pen over Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Lynch, who had just arrived from Winter
Park, Florida. The sub-freshmen were lined up for a
competition of reasons why they wanted to come to
Rollins. Reasons were many and varied.
A contest started among the graduates to discover
which escapade of their youth on the campus was told
by them most frequently in general conversation
proved most interesting. Edna Wallace Johnston won
the prize for the girls after reciting how long it took her
to see that all doors and windows in Pinehurst were
securely shut and bolted each night. Edna laid all
the blame on a certain young man who accompanied
her on this round, but that was all right because she
later married him. Leslie Taylor won the prize for
the boys. Leslie told of how the little tram car was
transported one very dark night from its abode at
the Altamonte Springs Inn to the porch of Cloverleaf
Dormitory.
A multitude of telegrams were read from alumni
and friends who could not be present. Space does not
permit us to include these messages.
President Holt gave an informal talk on the work
of the past year and explained about the curriculum
changes which will go into effect this Fall. He also
told of the new buildings, Knowles Memorial Chapel
and the Annie Russell Theatre, which are now being
erected.
Dean Anderson told the assembled multitude of additions and improvements made in the old buildings
on the campus, the incoming freshmen and items of
interest from Rollins itself.
Dorothea Thomas Lynch told of how the Muse had
visited her on the boat coming up to Woodstock and
as a result she read the following poem:
To Prexy Holt—on his Birthday—
Many, Many Happy Returns
I.
At Rollins we are told
There's merit in pure gold—
There we have a golden crown
Of personalities renown.
II.
Gold is pretty and its bright,
But a fairer grander sight
Is a golden crown and rule
Lit up by a sparkling jewel.
III.
But a jewel must spark and twink,
Many-sided, it must wink,
As we twist and turn it round
Till each facet bright is found.
IV.
In our Rollins crown of gold
We've a jewel—no diamond cold—
He is full of many hues—
Every one except the blues.
(Continued on Page 12) <
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tAn ^Appreciation

of EVA ROOT
EDITOR'S NOTE:—This is the second installment of "An Appreciation of Eva Root" by her
sister Mrs. William F. VanBuskirk. The third
and final installment will appear in the December issue of the Rollins Alumni Record.

X

^N 1853 THERE was established in
Southern Michigan, on one of her proudest hills, a
Free-Will Baptist school, named Hillsdale college, for
the town in which it was located, an institution founded
and carried on by ambitious men and women of superior attainments and ability. Although Doctor, Mrs.
Root and Eva were members of the Congregational
Church, this had no weight in the choice of a college as
some friends thought it should have. When Eva
reached the age of fourteen, the family council decided
she should attend Hillsdale. There were several reasons why, namely, it was situated in their own county,
within easy riding distance; all courses were open alike
to men and women, the latter admitted on a parity with
the former, but chiefly because Doctor Root had been,
in a measure, influential in bringing the College to the
county.
The first week of September following Eva's birthday in August, early on a bright Monday morning, the
horses and carriage were driven to the door. Spon
mother, father and daughter, with the latter's limited
baggage, were on their way to college. There was no
question as to her first room-mate, it could be none
other than her dearest girl friend, sharer of her many
joys since infancy, Julia Smith.
The College was housed in one large building, of excellent architecture, situated in the centre of a beautiful wood-lot of twenty-five acres. The central building
was occupied by the administrative and educational
departments; the east and west wings were, respectively, the dormitories of the women and men.
The rooms in East hall, the ladies' dormitory, were
furnished by the College with bedstead, stove, table,
two chairs, all plain as could be, designed for use, not
ugly, however. The bedstead was a four-poster, the
foot and head held together by round, smooth poles,
about two and one-half inches in diameter. Into these
poles about nine inches apart were screwed wooden
knobs. A rope drawn criss-cross over these knobs furnished the spring(?). A tick filled with clean, sweetsmelling straw, the latter furnished by the College, was
placed upon the rope springs and capped by a splendid, fluffy goose-feather-bed brought from home. Julia
brought this last. The stove was about two and onehalf feet long, a foot and one-half wide, nearly that
high, standing on four legs eight inches long, a door
and hearth at one end, and at the other a long pipe,
which occasionally slipped its moorings with direful
consequences. These were wood stoves, for Hillsdale
boasted no other kind. The girls furnished their own
wood, indeed they became quite expert in selecting
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good, dry, hard wood. Sometimes there would be an
uprising when it was discovered that someone was persistently borrowing wood and as persistently neglecting
to pay it back.
There was one bad thing about these stoves. That
was starting the fire in the morning. Winter mornings
in Michigan are cold and it was a shivering task at
which the girls took turns. After leaving College, they
remembered with gratitude, the man who invented the
"fire-starter", cakes of compressed sawdust and pitch.
It never failed to start. No pieces of furniture were
ever more appreciated than these stoves for they made
possible many toothsome "treats". Imagine the culinary possibilities! With door and transom tightly
closed, all cracks calked, (for reasons) such candypulling, corn-popping, bread-toasting, even on rare
occasions, meat broiling, to say nothing of frying eggs
on a sheet of paper, an accomplishment peculiarly
Eva's.
College Hill boasted no water-works. Water for the
dormitory must be carried to the rooms from well or
cistern. There was no gas, and electric lighting was
not invented, candles and kerosene lamps furnished
the only artificial light. No one seemed to worry about
fire until the tragic night in 1874, when Centre Building and West Hall burned.
There were many restrictive rules governing or supposed to control the behavior of the young ladies. Sad
to relate, these furnished incentive to many a prank.
Eva and Julia were too well trained, too conscientious
to "break rules", but were keen to indulge in pranks.
That part of the campus where the college building
was located was surrounded by a fence. As it was not
permitted to walk with young men of a Sabbath Day,
this plan was often resorted to, namely, a young lady
would walk very demurely inside the fence, farthest
from the Lady-Principal's window, while a young man
would walk sedately, just the other side of the fence.
However, the thrilling pleasure of such meetings was
no more when the restriction and the fence were removed.
Supposedly, there was no card-playing or dancing.
To indulge in those condemned, so-called pleasures
would have been considered most unseemly in a Christian College. Frequent parties were permitted with
the understanding that the young ladies attending be
in their rooms promptly at ten-thirty o'clock. The
most enjoyable occasions of social freedom were the
picnics at "Old Bawbese", a chain of eight lakes a
mile from the College. Possibly one exception should
be made to the above, that is the week-end house party.
Eva's home in Somerset witnessed many such gatherings, for Doctor and Mrs. Root always extended to
the students a generous hospitality.
In the winter, the master sports were coasting and
skating.
Matters of convention and propriety were considered most important and were strictly adhered to.
Modesty and virtue were not obsolete terms; the word
"lady" was in common use and meant much. Every
right-minded girl aspired to be a lady.
Under Eva's tutoring, the East Hall girls became
quite versed in phrenology. In rummaging through
her father's library she found some old books and
charts. It seems that when Doctor Root was young
this subject was prominently before the people and
that he earned considerable money toward his expenses
both at Ann Arbor and Ohio Medical, by lecturing, ex-
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amining heads and making charts. Such sport as the
girls had with "bumps and charts", mesmerism, and
mind-reading. Wonderful secrets were revealed to them
through the mysterious writings of "Planchette." There
was one trick they practiced, worthy of note for it is
traditional and probably in vogue in East Hall today,
"Mesmeric Lifting". One girl would lie prone on the
floor, four or six others, depending on the size of the
subject, would surround her. At a given signal, each
would draw a deep breath and with just the tip of the
first finger placed under the one reclining she would
be lifted to the level of the faces of the others standing
erect. When the result was not satisfactory as sometimes occurred, it was declared that the circle was not
mesmeric, that there was a doubter.
The dining-room of the College was in East Hall.
Here the tables were classed as bachelor tables, bachelor-maid tables and opposition tables. The latter were
the most interesting as here the bachelors and maids
sat together. Each bachelor would ask a maid to be
his opposite for the term; the young men were seated
on one side of the table, the young ladies opposite. In
time the rules of propriety permitted the "opposites"
to sit side by side. Whether she was an opposite quite
fixed the social standing. Eva always sat at an opposition table, with all that might imply of college romance.
Among the most interesting of the college activities
were the five literary societies of remarkably high
standing whose members were trained also in parliamentary law based on "Cushing's Manual". No Congress or Parliament adhered more closely to governing
rules than these small organizations. The members
were called upon to exercise their ability in almost
every field of literary endeavor. The meetings were
held every Monday evening during the school year.
A senior would act as critic and her report was read
before the audience with kindly consideration, that no
names be mentioned. The supreme test of the capability of the participant in these programs was the "impromptu". The second in rank being the "extempore".
For an extempore speech, the student was given the
subject of the discourse at four o'clock in the afternoon
preceding the program on which she was to appear.
For an impromptu, the subject was given after the
speaker had taken his or her place on the platform,
the subject, however, must be chosen fairly along lines
familiar to the speaker. So great was the interest in
these meetings that every Monday evening, weather
permitting, in each of the small halls would gather an
audience of faculty, students and towns people.
Upon entering College, Eva gladly accepted an invitation to join the "Ladies Literary Union" whose
motto was "Beauty of Mind Endures Forever", serving throughout her entire time in Hillsdale, an active
and valuable member.
A friend tells this story, "Eva had just read such a
fine paper in Union meeting, I said to a friend, 'why
can't I have a gift? Eva Root has so many,' he replied,
'you have one, the splendid gift of common sense. Cultivate it as Eva is doing'." Throughout the years of
her teaching, Eva was extremely grateful for the discipline received, and when complimented on her presence when appearing before an audience, would reply, "I owe it to my training in literary society."
In addition to her academic work she studied both
vocal and instrumental music and was a member of
the College Choral Society. She was possessed of a
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distinctly lyric voice of rich sympathetic timbre, her
diction was charming. She was essentially a ballad
singer. A dear aunt, ninety years old, says of Eva's
singing, "Her voice was beautiful, a rich soprano and
she sang Scotch ballads as though born on the heather.
I loved to hear her sing the great hymns, one especially
I remember, 'Silently the Shades of Evening Gather
Round my Lowly Door'."
After two years at college, Eva decided to stay at
home and teach music. It came in this wise. As Doctor Root drove about visiting patients, he was frequently asked if his daughter was studying music in
college and, if she would give music lessons in vacation. So, with pony and phaeton, she went around
through the farming community and to the adjoining
villages, and with comparative ease secured a large
music class.
As may be noted, when she began "Music-Teaching"
she was just sixteen years of age.
Eva was very happy in her work. An out-of-door
girl, she enjoyed riding over the marshes and through
the glorious woods, past many lovely lakes; but she
claimed the richest experience of all was the privilege
of entering the home life of these fine families. She enjoyed telling of the day a pupil played the "first piece"
with both hands. It might have been the simplest arrangement of "Home Sweet Home", "Sack Waltz",
"Blue Bells of Scotland" or the like, but no matter
what the selection or who the pupil the thrill was the
same. If this pleasure-giving performance took place
at a farm-house about the noon hour, the "hands" were
invited in. They would stand ranged against the wall,
in rapt attention, while the son or daughter played the
piece, never forgetting to show their appreciation by
hearty applause. It was a question who experienced
the greatest thrill, the "hands", the parents, the pupil
or the young teacher.
Eva Root was graduated from Hillsdale College,
June 1874. Just what did this comprehend? For
sometime the College maintained a preparatory department requiring three years study. This was for
the benefit of boys and girls who had not had advantages beyond those afforded by the country school and
for those who preferred that training to that of the
High School. Although she was from a district school,
Eva was required to spend but one year in this department. She matriculated in 1867 under the presidency
of Doctor Edmund B. Fairfield, a well known educator.
Upon entering college she chose the "Ladies Course",
a course in so-called Belle Lettres, but before her graduation this was changed to the "Academic" course.
She had but one year of Latin, her major subjects
were English and French. The requirements for the
senior in any course were: Fall—Mental Philosophy,
Evidences of Christianity, Aesthetics. Winter—Butler's Analogy, Zoology, English Literature. Spring—
Moral Philosophy, Geology, Political Economy.
By post-graduate study Eva soon earned the degree
of Master of Arts.
Commencement Day was a great event attended by
"Town and Gown", the countryside and near-by towns.
The exercises began at ten o'clock and lasted nearly
the entire day, depending on the number of graduates
and the length of the speeches, for it was required
that every aspirant to academic honors should appear
on the stage and present an original production. Each
man to deliver an oration, each woman an essay, for
even so late in history as that, young ladies were not
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a year's study, specializing in critical English and
French.
In the autumn of 1883 she accepted the position of
Principal of the Academy in the Sherman Institute,
later named Mary Nash College, Sherman, Texas. At
this time Sherman was little more than a frontier town
where dwelt many fine folk who after the War had
moved there from Virginia, Kentucky and the Carolinas. To one who had lived only in the older communities of the North, life in Sherman presented much
that was novel and interesting.
It was not at all unusual for cow boys from the adjoining ranches to come dashing into town on their
spirited horses and in western parlance, "shoot up the
place".
Mary Nash was a college for young ladies, the patronage being drawn largely from the wealthy families
of northern Texas. The buildings were unpretentious
but answered well the purpose to which they were allotted. To Miss Root, at first it all seemed primitive,
but this feeling was short-lived. Soon she was very
happy in her school and social relations and became a
more or less vital factor in the community. During
those years the work at Mary Nash might be termed
pioneering along the way leading to higher education.
The so-called "professors" were treated with much consideration, their society was quite sought, and many
Miss Eva Root, taken in 1897
favors were shown them. Horseback-riding was a
sport made possible because of the splendid mounts ofto appear before a public audience without notes, she
fered by their rancher friends.
might sing without notes but she must read her original
While at Sherman, Miss Root's greatest pleasure and
paper.
satisfaction was derived from the companionship of a
According to form, the seniors were seated below
one-time college mate, now a co-worker, Miss Eva
and at the right of the stage. When her name was
Fowler, teacher of art, who in later years became promcalled, apparently in perfect composure but trembling
inent in art circles in Texas. Of this friend she took
fearfully within, Eva went up the steps, made her
lessons in sketching and painting, doing some creditbows to President, Dignitaries and audience (bows had
able work, but primarily learning the better to judge
succeeded courtesies) took her position at exactly the
art. Years later, Miss Fowler, writing of Mary Nash
right spot for she had practiced this approach over and
College, said "There is much I might tell you of the
over again. She had practiced also just how to hold
influence of this College, of the standing and character
her paper and shift the leaves slowly, showing no exof the graduates, who through the years have been accitement, and just when to look up. Tall, dignified,
complishing such splendid things socially and educastately, all in a dress of billowy white, how handsome
tionally. Mrs. Nash, for whom the school was named,
she was, how charming! Her voice rich and mellow
felt this was due largely to the influence of some of
was heard in the farthest corner of the large auditorthe teachers. Among them I would first name Eva J.
ium. A picture and a presence to be remembered.
Root. The girls were somewhat in awe of her, but
In this connection a friend wrote, "Dear Eva Root,
looked upon her as an authority, followed her advice,
always fair, trim and pleasing in appearance; calm,
profited by her example."
self-poised and dignified; always conscientious in her
October of 1890 marked the beginning of Miss Root's
work and her dealings with others; with a friendship
connection with Rollins College, Winter Park, Florso warm and abiding that it blessed the recipient as
ida. This institution, with Reverend E. P. Hooker,
long as that recipient lived."
president, supported by a well chosen, devoted and efIn the process of her evolution after leaving college,
except to her family and intimate friends, Eva became ficient faculty of fifteen members, was carrying on extremely interesting and profitable work, even in the
Miss Root.
The September following her graduation, Miss Root embryonic stage of its development in which it then
was called to the chair of Assistant-Lady-Principal at was. In one respect, the work there was similar to
Hillsdale College. Very unfortunately before the close that at Mary Nash College, namely, a pioneer development leading to higher education. The College emof her second year of service there, because of a severe
illness from which she recovered slowly, she resigned braced three departments, a sub-preparatory, a preher position. Some months later having regained her paratory and a college. The school was very small
numbering not more than one hundred students.
normal health, she became principal of the High School
Miss Root was assigned to the principalship of the
at Kendalville, Indiana. Here she remained about four
preparatory
school, a disappointment to her and, had
years when she resigned and accepted a similar posiit not been that for reasons of health she was obliged
tion at Lexington, Illinois. After several years there,
she was the victim of a serious throat trouble which to live in the south, she might have refused to remain.
temporarily robbed her of her voice and after a pro- Notwithstanding this, she assumed the teaching with
(Continued on Page 17)
tracted rest at home, she went to New York City for
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FOUR DEANS STUDY STUDENT PROBLEMS

Dr. Charles A. Campbell, Dean of the Knowles Memorial Chapel, Dean Vivian S. Bingham, Dean of Women,
Hamilton Holt, President of Rollins College, Dean Winslow S. Anderson, Dean of the College and
Dr. A. D. Enyart, Dean of Men

The Rollins Deans

©.

'HE GOAL of President Hamilton
Holt to create at Rollins College the "ideal and most
beautiful small college of liberal arts in America," demands that the utmost freedom be given each student
so that he and she may develop, unrestrained, the
maximum of self-reliance, independence of thought and
action, and a deep sense of personal responsibility.
The new curriculum plan to be effected this fall has
such an objective, it is stated. The Rollins two-hour
conference plan of study, begun six years ago, with its
close personal relationship between faculty and students, was designed to initiate this new educational
freedom.
Realizing, however, that the spiritual and moral
problems of character development are the foundations
of the art of living full, happy, useful lives, this year
Rollins will have four deans charged with direct supervision of the individual personal and group problems
of the students.
Winslow S. Anderson, dean of the college, has relinquished his duties as dean of men to concentrate
on the correlation of all the deanships and his duties
as administrative dean.
As announced by President Holt at Commencement,
Arthur D. Enyart, former dean of the college and later

head of the economics department, becomes the new
dean of men. The life of the fraternity houses and the
men's dormitories, group activities of college men on
or off the campus, and the personal problems of the
individual men will be his work.
Paralleling his work will be that done among the
girls by Mrs. Vivian S. Bingham, dean of women, whose
work will be broader and more effectively organized
under the new plan. Life of the sororities and girls'
dormitories and of individual women students are in
Dean Bingham's care.
In the realm of spiritual, religious and moral supervision, an important part will be played by Dr. Charles
Atwood Campbell, professor of Biblical literature, who
has been appointed dean of the new Knowles Memorial Chapel. Through conferences and personal contacts and friendships with all the students as much as
through the services in the chapel, Dr. Campbell will
add his personal supervision to the problems of individual students and to groups of students.
Thus President Holt will assure a maximum of unrestrained freedom for each student for the development of moral character and yet, at the same time,
spare the students from many problems confronting
other youths who find upon entering college a wider
degree of freedom than they have been accustomed to
in secondary schools.
According to Dean Anderson, "This will insure to
the carefully selected group of students in Rollins College a maximum of opportunity for individual self-expression under a system of personal supervision and
sympathetic, intelligent direction."
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MARGARET McKAY, '24, VICECHAIRMAN 1932 REUNION
Margaret McKay has accepted the ViceChairmanship for the 1932 Annual Reunion
to be held February 20. Margaret has been
spending the last year and a half with relatives in Spain and her many friends will wish
to have a part in welcoming her back when
they gather on Alumni Day.

Rollins Club
of Cleveland
On the evening of July 7th, the Rollins Club of
Cleveland held a meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bower, 2S89 Colchester Road. The guest of
honor was Dean Winslow S. Anderson of Rollins who
had been in the city several days attending the national
convention of Theta Kappa Nu Fraternity.
The first part of the evening was taken up with a
business meeting. Plans for a picnic to be held in August for alumni and undergraduates were discussed.
Election of officers also took place and the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
Norman Lloyd; Vice-president, Wilbur Jennings and
Secretary-Treasurer, Marcia Converse Bowers.
A telegram of congratulations from President Holt
to the Club was read. A telegram was also read from
Ralph Scanlon, a new member of the Alumni body
since June, expressing his regret that he could not be
present at the meeting.
After the business of the Club had been taken care
of, Dean Anderson was introduced and told of the
many interesting things that were being done at the
College. Dean Anderson explained the new plan for
the curriculum which is to go into effect this fall, the
division of the student body into the upper and lower
division and of the new student body. He also told of
the Knowles Memorial Chapel which is well under way
and of the Annie Russel Theatre, construction of which
has just begun. After explaining the interesting
changes at the College, Dean Anderson suggested that
each one present ask him one question about some
phase of the college they were most interested in learning about. This proved most interesting and a great
deal about the present Rollins was discussed in this
way.
At the close of the meeting delicious refreshments
were served by the hostess.
Among those present were: Esther Calhoun and
Jane Stanley, who will enter Rollins in September as
freshmen; Mr. and Mrs. Florry; Mr. and Mrs. Max
Bonsteel (Ruth McKee); Jack Fischer; Chester Smith;
Mr. and Mrs. Smut Fletcher; Wilbur Jennings; Edna

The Rollins Club of Demurest, Georgia, of which Henry
B. Mowbray is the President and Fred P. Ensminger
the Secretary

Wallace Johnston; Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Kindig (Winifred Stone); Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lloyd (Eva
Jones); Dean Winslow S. Anderson and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bowers (Marcia Converse).

New York Club Meeting
The Rollins Club of New York entertained with a
delightful dinner party in honor of President Holt
and the undergraduates returning for the summer on
the evening of June 12 at the Hotel Shelton. The table
was beautifully decorated with roses and iris. Arrangements were in charge of a committee headed by
Mrs. Sara Yancey Reuter, '18.
Mr. Chester Pugsley, a trustee of Rollins, acted as
toastmaster and introduced the several speakers from
among the undergraduates, alumni and friends. He
then introduced President Holt who told of the recent
progress of the college and of some of the interesting
things that were in store for the college next year.
Among those present were: President and Mrs.
Hamilton Holt, Mr. Chester Pugsley, Dr. and Mrs.
Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ballou, Madame Kassim
Pasha, noted Turkish artist who will teach painting
during the Fall Term of 1931-32 at Rollins, Miss Virginia Hughes, Miss Rebecca Dick, Mr. Ralph Clark,
Mr. John Holt, Miss Ayers, Elizabeth Armstrong,
Frances James, Robert and Harrie James, Cecile Piltz,
Fred Barr, Miss Green, Gloria Peshmalyon, Gerald
Miller, Robert Stephens, Elizabeth Russell, Sara Yancey Reuter, J. William Reid, Sylva Fell, Ernest and
Eda (Soule) Zoller, Asa Jennings, Clara Adolfs and
Katharine Lewis, Assistant Alumni Secretary.

Have you a 1924 Catalog?

?

The Administration Office of the College is
desirous of obtaining several copies of the Rollins College catalog published in the spring of
1924. Anyone who has a copy that they do
not wish to keep will do the office a big favor
by mailing their copy in.
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ws USUAL DURING the past summer
the campus has been receiving much attention and
will be spotless to greet the students upon their return. Repairing and painting have put the buildings
into A-l condition for another year's work and play.
With the advent of our beautiful new Knowles Memorial Chapel the old Chapel room where so many
memorable programs and concerts have taken place,
where every inch of space is crammed with memories
of happy experiences and where President Holt, himself, has made so many announcements that have
warmed the hearts of us all, has given up its place in
order that Knowles Memorial Chapel may have its
share of blessed memories. The Thomas R. Baker
Museum has now been moved into the main room of
the former chapel, the organ has been removed as
well as the platform which gives much more room for
the museum than was possible before. The wings
which the museum formerly occupied have been made
over into several rooms for a new biology laboratory
and for the Latin and German classes. An observatory has been built over the balcony and rooms made
for the Astronomy classes.
The class rooms down stairs have been repainted
and thoroughly cleaned.
The dining room has again been enlarged, another
wing having been added, and Mrs. Hagerty will have
an enlarged kitchen with all new equipment from which
to feed Rollins students when she returns in the fall.
New pantries have also been built which will add
greatly to the efficiency of serving.
In order to make way for the Annie Russell Theatre
the Art Studio was moved from the corner of Interlachen and Fairbanks Avenues down in back of the
house which was formerly occupied by the Deans of
the College, last year occupied by Professor France
and his family. The Studio has been rebuilt on the
back of this property.
Alumni who have worked on the Sandspur, the
Tomokan and various Rollins publications will rejoice
to know that the small building directly back of Sparrell Cottage and last year used by the Latin classes
has been converted into a Publication Office and turned
over to the Publication Union. Hereafter, the Sandspur, Flamingo, Handbooks and Tomokan will be published from this building.
The Library has also been undergoing some extensive changes. When the students return in the fall

they will find a solid ceiling over their heads on the
first floor, which will be given over entirely for a reading room. A floor has been built over the entire room
and all books have been moved to shelves on the second floor. The stack rooms have also been enlarged.
These changes will provide much needed space for
our continually growing library and will provide for
a more efficient handling of all books.
A new furnace also has been installed in Carnegie
Hall.
The Rollins Seashore Camp

©

'HROUGH THE GENEROSITY of Mrs.
Caleb I. Johnson of Miro Rio, Orange Park, Florida,
Rollins has been given a seashore pavilion located at
Coronado Beach on the Atlantic Ocean, an hour and
a quarter by motor from the college campus. For several years this place has been a resort for both faculty
and students for college picnics and house parties, as
well as for out-door work in biology and botany.
This latest gift to Rollins at Coronado Beach will
help to make Rollins still more the "Open-Air College
of America."
The property has a frontage on the ocean at one of
the widest and most famous beaches in the world and
is well isolated from other developments. There is a
large frame pavilion which will accommodate fifty or
sixty students and faculty members, or the entire college for a day's outing. There is a fully equipped
kitchen, dining porches, reception hall, bedrooms, dressing rooms, shower baths and all necessary beach conveniences.
"Instead of objecting, as many eastern colleges rightly do," President Holt has said, "to students leaving
college for week-ends in the large cities, I want to encourage our students to go off in groups to have such
happy times together, on college property and under
college standards, as will yield in after years some of
the most delightful memories people can have.
"Rollins students have already learned that, during
the spring and fall terms especially, there is nothing
more conducive to the formation of friendships, among
students and between students and faculty, than group
picnics and overnight outings at the seashore."
It was largely through the interest and effort of
Professor and Mrs. Fred Lewis Pattee that this unique
Seashore Camp was made available for Rollins.
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Commencement Awards
and Prizes

Cx

'HE ALUMNI RECORD had to go to
press last May before the awards and prizes which are
given at the annual commencement exercises were
made public.
Members of the Senior Class who were graduated
with honors were: Orpha B. Hodson, Miami; Penelope Pattison, Asheville, N. C; and Robert W. Stephens, Fort Myers, who were graduated with Magna
Cum Laude, and George C. Holt, Cum Laude.
It has been the custom of the Chi Omega Fraternity for the past two years to offer a prize of $25 to
the Junior girl whose scholarship and conduct during
the previous three years of her course has been the
most meritorious. This June the award went to Miss
Lottie M. Turner of Tampa.
Some years ago with the co-operation of Dr. Robert
J. Sprague, the Sigma Phi Sorority established the
Sprague Oratorical Contest. Original speeches were
to be written, committed and delivered in competition
before the college assembly or a public audience. This
Contest is now carried on by the Pi Beta Phi Sorority and the Kappa Phi Sigma Fraternity in memory
of Dr. Sprague. This year the awards went to Harold
H. Hall, first prize, Orlando; Jack B. Brown, second,
Lewiston, N. Y.; Maurice C. Dreicer, third, New York
City.
Miss M. Flossie Hill, xOl, of Fort Myers, offers a
prize each year for the best short story written by a
Rollins student. Miss Hill is particularly interested
in stimulating productive work among the students.
Miss Phyrne Squier, Wales, Mass., was presented the
award at the Commencement exercises.
A few years ago Dr. Howard Fox, a classmate of
President Holt's, offered a prize of $50.00 for the best
piece of literature produced by a student at Rollins
College. In awarding this prize, originality, human
interest and craftmanship are considered. This year
the award went to Frank A. Doggett, Jacksonville.
The Gamma Phi Beta Sorority offers a cash prize
to the girl who has the highest scholarship record in
Economics. The object of the prize is to create interest in this field among the girls. This year's prize went
to Ellen Huffer Cadman of New York City.
John William Reid of Cleveland, received the Norris
Athletic Trophy for 1930-31. This silver loving cup is
awarded through the courtesy of the Norris Candy
Company of Atlanta, Georgia, and is awarded to the
student who most distinguishes himself in athletics during the scholastic year.
The Grace Phillips Johnson prize which is awarded
for work done in the Art Department went to Mary E.
Kinzer, Eustis.
This year for the first time Rollins was privileged to
offer the Annie C. George Essay Awards in the field
of Economics. First prize of $100 went to James
Parks, Umatilla; second prize of $50 went to Lottie M.
Turner, Tampa; and honorable mention to Edward J.
Cruger, Peekskill, N. Y.; Yasuo Matsumota, Tokio, Japan, Edward W. Tanner, Cortland, N. Y., Frank P.

Orpha Hodson and Robert Stephens, recipients of
the Sydney Sullivan Awards

Walker, St. Joseph, Mo., and Dexter E. Ward, Winona, A'linn.
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards were made
to Orpha B. Hodson of Miami and Robert W. Stephens
of Fort Myers. In presenting Miss Hodson with the
award President Holt said: "For two years only have
you been a student in Rollins College. During this
period of association you have gained the approval of
all by the whole-heartedness with which you have done
your work in the classroom and out of it. Not, however, because of your academic achievements, notably
excellent though they be, but rather because you have
consistently maintained an ideal spirit of good-will, of
loyalty and of helpfulness to others; because you have
been controlled by high conceptions of life and conduct; because you have attained a true competency of
character, cherishing only the best; because, without
ostentation you have overcome adversity; because as
daughter, sister and friend you have, in self-forgetfulness, generously served the needs of others; in a word,
because of the strength, the symmetry and the helpfulness of your life you have disclosed the essential
traits of Christian womanhood, I have pleasure in
bestowing upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award with the hope that it may be a satisfaction and
an inspiration to you throughout the years of your life."
In making the award to Robert Stephens, President
Holt said: "During the years of your life at Rollins
you have increasingly revealed the manner of man you
are. Without vanity or pride you have disclosed the
qualities of true manhood; singleness of purpose, diligence in labor, circumspection in behavior, self-reliance
in varied responsibilities and faithfulness in all relationships. You have been a devoted and dutiful son;
you have won, deservedly, the esteem of your instructors and the good-will of your fellows on and off the
campus. But beyond these, and exceeding them in
value, you have been thoughtful and unselfish in all
your associations; you have never failed earnestly to
fulfill the trusts committed to your care. You have
been loyal to the exalted standard of personal and
social conduct we covet for all students of Rollins.
Possessed of the nobler habits of mind and heart, characteristic of many of your class and representing the
type of life we desire to commend, it is my privilege
to bestow upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award with the hope that it may be a satisfaction and
a stimulus to you so long as you may live."
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Additions to
Rollins Faculty
^.fti^ROFESSOR James MacKaye of
Dartmouth College has accepted an invitation to spend
a year's leave of absence from Dartmouth at Rollins
as Professor of Philosophy. Recently Sir Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and Prof. MacKaye were pictured
in a full page feature of the New York World as
"Scientists Whose Conceptions of Space Differ." Dr.
MacKaye calls Einstein's explanation of the new theory
of the dynamic universe a "disguise", and treats space
as "real, having the property of radiation which causes
change in motion." He is a brother of Percy MacKaye, poet and playwright who has been a member
of the Rollins Winter School Faculty for two winters.
Dr. MacKaye will teach three philosophy courses in
the lower division and three in the upper division duiing the coming year at Rollins.
Dr. Maud Worcester Makemson, for the past three
and one-half years research assistant in astronomy at
the University of California, will join the Rollins faculty this Fall to teach elementary astronomy and to assist Professor Weinberg in the mathematics department.
Dr. Makemson's career includes attendance at Radcliffe college; graduation from a normal school, special
extension courses, the degrees of M. A. and Ph. D.
from California. She is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
and Sigma Xi, honorary fraternities. She has taught
at small mountain schools, in elementary schools,
preparatory schools, at Williams Junior College, Berkley and at the California State University, in addition
to doing extensive research work.
During recent summers Mrs. Makemson has worked
on original research in celestial mechanics at Link
Observatory, Mt. Hamilton, and the laboratory has
published her findings in official reports. She has also
contributed to scientific periodicals.
In keeping, however, with President Holt's desire
to have teachers with the real gift of teaching, Dr.
Holt sought the recommendation of her former students. One student wrote him saying, "She seems to
have an intuitive understanding of the problems college students have in studying science, and has given
me a genuine and thrilling interest in Astronomy."
Robert K. Evans, college class and teammate of
Coach Jack McDowall has been appointed assistant
coach at Rollins for the coming year. Bob Evans was
a tackle at North Carolina State University in '25, '26
and '27. Upon graduation from North Carolina State
he became director of athletics at Garner, largest rural
high school in North Carolina. During the past year
he held a teaching fellowship at North Carolina State
and this year obtained his master's degree in physical
education. During the fall he coached the North
Carolina frosh squad. During the summer he has also
been attending coaching school.
Evans will report to Jack McDowall September 1,
so they can work out final plans for the coming scholastic year's athletic program before the football teams
report for duty on September 15 for a ten-day workout
before school begins.

A. J. Hanna, Alumni Secretary, as he recently appeared while registered as a "foreign student" at the
University of Madrid. Mr. Hanna is now touring
Morocco, Italy, Switzerland and France. He will sail
the latter part of October for the States where he will
find a very warm welcome from his host of friends
among the alumni of Rollins.

MRS. HARRIS PASSES AWAY
Just as the Rollins Alumni
Record goes to press the word
comes of the death of Mrs. Lyde
Drummond Harris, Associate
Professor of English and Literature at Rollins College since 1924.
Mrs. Harris passed away at
South Eliot, Maine, Tuesday
morning, September 1st. Although Mrs. Harris has been ill
for nearly two years, her death
came as a distinct shock to the
campus.
Her host of friends
among the alumni of Rollins will wish to extend their
sympathy to Professor Harris and his daughter, Ruth.

Mr. Evans' first duties will be as line coach in football, later he will coach freshman basketball and assist
Coach McDowall in his program to further strengthen
intramural athletics throughout the year.
President Holt has announced the appointment of
Miss Constance Wetherell as assistant to Miss Marjorie Webber, Physical Director for Women. Miss
Wetherell is a graduate of Bouve-Boston School
of Physical Education. During the past summer she
has been a councilor at Camp Rapputak at Fryburg,
Maine.
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Rollins in the
News of the Day
Excerpt from an article in the Survey Graphic for
June by John Palmer Gavit, Associate Editor of Survey Graphic, entitled "Socrates on the Eight-hour
Shift": "It is difficult, I say, to get at the individuality of a college—especially that aspect of it which will
mean something vital to you. Yet in fact every college itself thinks it is. Not only is it a subtle, imponderable thing, saturating and long-lived; but it changes
almost imperceptibly as time passes and dominating
influences shift. Reputations last far longer than actualities. You cannot get it from the speeches of the
president or other 'sales talks'; from the ballyhoo of
alumni or the prowess of the football team; from the
promises of the catalog or other show-window exhibits—photographs of buildings ancient, modern or prospective or of the beauteous environing scenery. . . . .
Regardless of that, a faculty may be highly distinguished, genuinely competent to the extent of 99%;
but if the interplay between your own very special self
and the particular one-out-of-a-hundred, the individual professor with whom you come in contact at the
point of your own particular private need and interest fails you, the faculty so far as you are concerned
is a total loss.
"What you want to know and can find out only by
personal experience is whether this college, this faculty, this particular professor, will be 'such' to you.
By the time you have found out it probably will be
too late to go anywhere else. Mostly it will depend
upon you.
* * *
"The eight-hour day finished, without any privilege
of 'cuts'—it's a day's work and one is expected to be
on the job—the student is free to do as he will with
his time, in sport or other recreation and in the multifarious ways of social life. Athletics, extra-curricular
activities of many kinds, are not substantially different
at Rollins from what they are at other colleges. They
are regarded as a vital part of college experience. At
the same time the place is not at loose ends. Rollins
has been the subject of much absurd criticism, most
of it by people who know as much about the place as
I know about the psychology of the Mexican hairless
dog. Certain of its own unofficial 'publicity' has been to
say the least unfortunate, essentially misrepresenting
the spirit and real atmosphere of the place, which is
as dignified, as intensely serious in its life as any college that I know of. It is less 'collegiate' than most—
I did not hear any college yell (although Rollins has
three), nor see any other 'bush-league stuff' during my
seven weeks' stay there. But it is distinctly what the
sailors mean by 'a happy ship.'
* # *
"... obviously, only real teachers can fill this bill.
They are scarce and they cost money; nevertheless
Holt has been remarkably successful in gathering
within the short space of six years a group of teachers
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to whom opportunity to teach means more than money.
There are some gilt edged personalities, pricelessly fit
for this business, in the Rollins faculty. Some of the
best, most responsive to this unique opportunity, he
found in the old faculty. Some he has added. . . .
"Some both old and new, simply cannot do it. They
don't know how—it's a gift of the gods. Some don't
want to; the old routine way is easier. Or as one said
privately to me: 'I'm too old to learn these new tricks
even if I really believed in them. Besides, I've got my
good results the old way and what we want is results.'
"The students know; it was from them that I got the
truth. You can't tell much about a teacher, even if
you are president of the college by visiting classes. The
moment you enter the room the whole outfit, especially
the professor, begins forthwith to pose, perhaps unconsciously; to try to do what you are supposed to expect. So Holt looks not for professors highly commended by other professors, but for men and women highly
commended by students who know them. After all
the student is the test of the professor and of the colEditorial from Miami Daily News, July 3:—
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins College and
nationally known editor, is proposed by the Tampa
Times for congressman-at-large from Florida. There
is no question as to Dr. Holt's ability. He would lend
distinction to any deliberative body in the nation. He
is engaged, however, in one of the most important
works under way in the world today, that of seeking
to improve our educational methods. He is a leader
in this work. It is doubtful whether he could be of
any greater service to the nation in congress than in
the present sphere of his activities and improbable
that he could be induced to divert his attention from
these activities.
Hartford (Conn.) Times, July 6:—Connecticut takes
a lively interest in the work of Dr. Hamilton Holt as
president of Rollins College in Florida. Under his
leadership the college is a laboratory for an undertaking in educational methods which is being watched the
country over. Dr. Holt introduced the conference plan
of study, in which students and faculty are in consultation, as a substitute for the lecture and recitation systems. It has been in use for several years and Rollins
authorities are satisfied that it is preferable to the older
methods.
* * *
There is now some stock-taking of the results of his
efforts. He set about raising an endowment of two
and one-half million dollars. In spite of the depression
and the collapse of Florida real estate, of the devastation by hurricane, the invasion of the Mediterranean
fly, he has added more than a million dollars to the
general funds during the last eighteen months. Men
and women of wealth have rallied to his idea of a
beautiful college and a number of new buildings, which
are built under the general plan, have either been constructed or are in process of being, or else have been
planned.
Thus it will be seen that Dr. Holt's plans are working out. He has not done all that he set out to accomplish, but he has made marked progress and has reason to hope that his plans will come to fruition. Connecticut is naturally gratified to observe his accomplishments and at the growth of the college, which enjoys
(Continued on Page 27)
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Rollins Reunion At Woodstock
(Continued from Page 1)
V.
He can be Acadamician
Garbed in robes of erudition
Thus he leads our big parades
Downing lectures, quizzes, grades.
VI.
He can wield a pen that burns
As a "war torn" world he spurns,
Beats Demosthenes of Greece
When he talks about "World Peace."
VII.
He can hay and he can plow,
Drive a horse or milk a cow;
And his very Rooftree speaks
Of his taste for rare Antiques.
VIII.
When he makes his whistle peep
Both strong men and maidens weep.
He composes and he plays
Dainty little Roundelays.
IX.
He can tennis, golf and swim,
Fish, play ball to suit his whim.
'Till you've heard his poems and plays,
You have missed another phase.
X.
In his lucky early life,
He picked out the perfect wife,
Raised a quartette, girls and boys,
Added to our nation's joys.
XI.
"Guide, Philosopher and Friend"
To students, faculty—all blend
In our bright and sparkling jewel
Prexy Holt of Rollins School.
Miss Constance Holt, sister of Dr. Holt, added
greatly to enjoyment of all by reading the following
poem:
A 's the Alumni Who've all arrived here
The largest attendance for many a year.
B is the Beanery where students meet
Three times a day to eat puddings and meat.
C is for Carnegie—once every year
They fight for his statue with many a cheer.
D is the Dean who is present today—
We'll be glad to hear anything he cares to say.
E is for Epsilon, prefixed by Kappa—
The finest Sorority made for the Flapper.
F is the Faculty—each man is chosen
For his personality if it is golden.
G 's the gymnasium where athletes play
And increase in strength as they enter the fray.
H is the Hungerford school quite near by
Where the negroes can sing in notes both low and
high.
I 's International students who come
From Europe to mingle with us in our home.
J is old Jacksonville quite far away,
And sometimes we go there to shop for the day.
K is the town by name Kissimmee
It's the best place to go to when out for a spree.
L \s Little Theatre all action and bustle
It's erected in honor of dear Annie Russell.
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M's Mayflower Hall, the new dormitory
Where the girls may be seen in their beauty and
glory.
N is none other than Clarence H. Nice
His music is like to the Pearl of Great Price.
O is Orlando, not too far away
Where one finds amusement by night or by day.
P 's Mr. Pugsley, both father and son—
Admiration and love at the college they've won.
Q is the Quest for both truth and learning
Each student is filled to the brim with this yearning.
R is for Rollins, the best name of all
We love her in Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall.
S is for Sullivan Medallion! each year
'Tis given to one "sans reproche et sans peur".
T is the treasurer—you'll think it funny
When I tell you he's hoping to get all your money.
U is the usefulness each one should show
To help make the College get plenty of dough.
V is Virginia lake sparkling and bright
Where the Crew is in training from morning to night.
W is surely the new Walk of Fame
If you look at each stone you will see a great name.
X is the excellent Reunion today
No finer alumni could be on display.
Y is the Year 1931
Which has given us good times and plenty of fun.
Z is the zeal we have for Alma Mater
The world can't help seeing how high we all rate her.
After the "literary period" was concluded everyone
adjourned to the lawn where pictures were taken. The
remainder of the afternoon was spent in "visiting",
questions were heard on all sides as to when and how
one was returning to Rollins, what Ginny was going to
do next winter and how often Mazzie thot she would
be able to get to Rollins for week-ends, just where
Ken could be located, how relieved old grads were to
know that Les was willing to admit he helped carry
off the Altamonte Springs tram car, how Edna had
the courage to drive all the way from Cleveland to
attend the Reunion and incidentally to visit friends
and relatives in New England, etc.
Those registering in the Alumni Guest Book for the
happy occasion were: Jessie R. Brown, Myron T. Ells,
Phyrne Squier, Lottie Squier Corbin, WTalter E. Corbin, Helen G. Sprague, Clifton H. Mix, Miriam G.
Mix, Dorothea Thomas Lynch, Larry S. Lynch, Everett Dwight, Barbara Lang, Allan Stoddard, Margery
Waide Brockway, Ruth McWain, Mrs. H. B. Vincent,
Molly Vincent, Mrs. E. LaCrosse, E. LaCrosse, H. B.
Vincent, Miriam Sprague, Miriam Guernsey, E. LaCrosse, Jr., M. T. Pritchard, Mary Virginia Fisher,
Edna Wallace Johnston, Colonel and Mrs. Arthur S.
Dwight, Thomas C. Chapin, Helen S. Chapin, Anne H.
Chapin, Polly Dudley, Janet Seasongood, Anne B.
Dudley, Mary Abigail Mathewson, Martha Schanck,
Charles Katzman, Harry A. Fosdick, Doris Lang,
Robert G. Cleveland, Joslyn Butler, Teddy Jenks,
Peggy Jenks, W'inslow S. Anderson, Betty Jenks, Beth
Cutter, Mrs. Fred Lewis Pattee, Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, Ed Cruger, Dave Horowitz, Alice Butler, Edward
M. Baldwin, Jr., Helen Starbuck, Daisy Atterbury,
Damaris Wilson, Mrs. M. G. Mitchell, Leland H.
Jenks, Edward W. Chase, Horace Mitchell, Betty Rathbone, Charlotte Rathbone, Frankie Arnold, J. Malcolm Forbes, Emma S. Dearnley, Betty Moody, Ellen
(Continued on Page 17)
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FOOTBALL SECTION
Rollicking Rollins Tars Train by Briney Deep

PETE STONER,
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CHIEF DICK
WASHINGTON,
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IUACH
JACK
(
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McDowall's grim gladiators learn to buck line by bucking wild sea waves—to stem tide of battle by stemming ocean tide—in training at Rollins' new rustic resort at New Smyrna Beach, Fla., for the stiffest schedule
in their history.
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ALL ALUMNI-ATTENTION!
Losing only five men from the varsity by graduation
and academic failure combined, Jack McDowall expects to find of varsity age a complete freshman football squad from last year that did not lose a game in
the entire season.
Emmart LaCrosse should prove a valuable addition
to the tackles, with Roy Klett, 200 pounder who played
non-conference games with the varsity last year and
got much valuable education. Ray Miller and Dave
Schrage are likely backfield men who were not stopped
last year.
As valuable perhaps as any two or three of teammates together, is Dick Washington, Cherokee Indian
fullback of the 1930 freshman team, who can run,
block and receive passes and, according to Jack McDowall, is as good as any man in this section.
Rollins has signed up an interesting schedule of
games for 1931 and with the few losses from the varsity together with his strong freshman team Jack is
going to put a team on the field that will be well worth
watching.
October 9th they play Alabama State
Teachers from Jacksonville, Ala., at Winter Park.
This is a four year college that turns out good teams.
A week later they meet their old time rivals, Southern
College, also to be played at Winter Park. Southern
will appear under a new coach this year, one Goof
Boyer of Florida, who hopes to build up the Lakeland
team. Next, on October 23rd, they meet Miami University. Miami had a wonderful freshman team in
1930 and this fall should have the best varsity in their
history. This game will be played at Miami.
On October 31, South Georgia State will come to
Winter Park from Douglas. Last fall Rollins gave
them their first defeat in five games, 13-6, and the
Georgians expect to have a stronger team and come
back to go away with the long end of the score.
After a two weeks' pause, the Tars meet Millsaps
from Jackson, Miss., on November 14th at Winter
Park. This is reputed to be one of the strongest teams
in the S. I. A. A. and to have some wonderful new

material available. Optimistic as they are for next
season, even Rollins dopesters haven't yet been able
to figure a Tar victory from this engagement.
Bowdon State Normal, a branch of the University of
Georgia, has the reputation of playing good football,
but little information on their next year's prospects
is known to the Tars, who play them at Bowdon, Ga.,
Nov. 21st.
November 26th, at Demorest, Ga., the Tars will try
to retrieve their colors from Piedmont, the only college
to take them into camp last season. This will not be
easy, however, as Piedmont will have practically its
entire varsity team back next year, in addition to recruits from their frosh.
Particularly interesting will be the final game of
the year when Lynchburg, Virginia, meets Rollins in
Winter Park. Lynchburg is coached by one Howard
Tallman, former Rollins coach who married a popular
Winter Park girl. Tallman, usually pessimistic, admits
that this fall he will have a good team.
Material To Work With
All in all, it does sound very interesting, does it not?
Let us look for a moment at the players who will be
under the careful guidance of Coach Jack McDowall
and who will defend the Blue and Gold during the
coming season.
Coach McDowall lost only three men by graduation
the past year: Ralph Scanlon and Bob Levitt, linemen, and Bill Reid of the backfield. A valuable end
and guard have passed out of the picture by the flunk
route.
Then how come the McDowall optimism? Harvey
Gee, one of the best centers in the S. I. A. A., will be
back in the center position; Ed Cruger, a great blocking guard, will be back with his 195 pounds and Wallace Child, reserve guard, will be back in camp. At
tackle Charlie Katzman, a big boy who wears a number 12 shoe and is mean, will return for his senior
(Continued on Page 16)
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McDowall expects much of these
veteran players
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What Your Team's Prospects are This Fall!!!

g

^LUMNI, ATTENTION! This Fall
your alma mater should have a football team like unto
which none before has been known at Rollins.
Three years of building by head coach Jack McDowall should produce this year the best team ever to
represent the gold and the blue. No season of unalloyed victory is forecast, for the teams of Rollins will
meet foes worthy of their mettle. What can be forecast with certainty is a string of sporting events worth
anybody's money to see: final records to which any
alumnus may point with obvious but pardonable pride.
One game only did Rollins lose last year, and that
by but one touchdown—to Piedmont College. And
Piedmont expects nearly its entire team back, plus
recruits from the Frosh.
Rollins, however, lost but three men by graduation
and two by flunking and finds eligible for play two

star Senior players who last year were ineligible because of transfer rules. Greater than this is the graduation into varsity material of a Rollins Freshman team
which last year was as good as the Varsity.
Pile upon this fact the information that Coach McDowall is to have as his new assistant and line coach
one of his own classmates and team mates, one Bob
Evans who has made a reputation for himself of
coaching fast, fighting, clean-playing and winning
football teams—then you have the Rollins picture.
Rally 'round Rollins, Alums, on the playing dates of
home games—and see the Rollins Jack Tars in action
on visiting trips when possible, too. The complete
schedule of games is given on the cover of the Alumni
Record. Look it over now, and start making plans
immediately for seeing in action the fastest, cleverest,
strongest, cleanest Rollins College Jack Tar football
crew that ever won gold footballs!
(See next page for more football dope.)
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PLAYING THEIR LAST YEAR FOR ROLLINS
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HIS COACHES
Jack Tar President, Football Mentor and Assistant
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SEE COMPLETE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE ON BACK
OF THIS ALUMNI RECORD

YOU WILL GET A THRILL ALUMNI TO SEE THE 1931|TARS IN ACTION,!!!
All Alumni—Attention
(Continued from Page 14)
year, which should be his best. Flop Morris, Frosh
tackle who received varsity experience in a few lateseason non-conference games, is a light man but another Metzger; and Roy Klett, a 200 pounder who
played most of last season can handle the tackle position adequately.
Will Rogers, sophomore sensation of last year and
the outstanding star of the varsity, a fast, clever, strong
boy, will be back at his berth as half. "Will," says
McDowall, "is as fast as any man in the country and
he should be improved by September." Shorty Fisher,
a valuable reserve man last year, should be ready for
a regular berth by the time the whistle blows for the
first game. Then there's Pete Stoner, 193 lbs., who hits
the line like the well-known ton of bricks. Phil Horton will be in position for his old berth as quarter
and Frank Hodgkinson, veteran from St. Petersburg,
will also return in September.
Now let us glance for a moment at the players from
last year's freshman team which Coach McDowall
will have to draw upon for varsity material.
The outstanding player from the freshmen is Dick
Washington, full blooded Cherokee Indian. Dick
comes from Asheville, N. C, and takes his position as
half. It is doubtful if there is a better pass receiver
in this section than Dick, he is also a marvelous interfere^ he is fast and sure.
Dave Schrage made a place for himself on the Rat
team as half and is expected to be one of the reasons

why opponents fear Jack's backfield during the coming
season. He is a splendid broken field runner.
Ray Miller, also of Asheville, will make a bid for a
position as half. Ray is a good open field runner and
a splendid punter.
Bill "Flop" Morris will make Harvey Gee keep up
on his toes for the position at center. Flop tips the
scales at 165 and also hails from Asheville.
Jack is counting on bringing Emmart LaCrosse in
for plenty of duty on next year's gold and blue team.
Orrin Ward will defend his position at end against
all comers. John Loomis will be a valuable addition
to the line this year.
Fred Nightingale,, Jack Fischer, Ralph Tourtellotte,
Horace Thompson and Ted Robinson will be fighting
for their places on the first line-up along with all the
other men Jack will have reporting for practice on
September 15th.
Training at the Pelican
Present! Such will be the answer to roll call on
September 15th for all candidates for the Rollins
varsity football team for 1931. Jack has issued a call
for all men to report directly to him at New Smyrna
Beach where he will put the team thru a very thorough
training period.
Having ideal conditions with the recent gift of the
seashore camp over on the beach, Jack is bound to
make the most of the opportunity. Bob Evans, new
assistant coach, will report to Coach McDowall on the
first of September and they will go over the ground
for the training period. What could be more ideal than
10 days training on one of the world's finest beaches?
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Rollins Reunion at Woodstock
(Continued from Page 12)
R. Prior, Mildred West, Betty Currier, Eleanor E.
Wilcox, Kathleen Sproul, Mrs. Wilcox, H. C. Sproul,
Leslie I. Taylor, Bob Warfield, George Morgan King,
Clara K. King, E. F. Weinberg, S. L. Morse, Franklin
Wetherell, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Morse, Arthur Morse,
Jr., Dudley M. Gifford, Joseph M. Morse, Tiny Hanchett MacCardell, Jane Mathewson Bush, Ralph R.
Tourtellotte, Dorothy A. Chapman, Donald White,
Elizabeth Holt Pfister, Jean Jacques Pfister, Severin
Bourne, Alexandra Birkbeck, Ralston Pickering, A.
Gregory Williams, Mrs. Louise L. Child, Mrs. C. C.
Hemenway, C. C. Hemenway, Mrs. Bruce Dougherty,
Bruce Dougherty, Flora S. Wetherell, P. H. Wetherell,
Hilda Lignante, Mary Lucas, Clara Adolfs, Ken Warner, V. E. Carnell, Beatrice Holt LaVenture, Mary
Smith, Mrs. Herbert Bowan, Clarence Bowen, Hamilton Holt and Katharine Lewis.

An Appreciation of Eva Root
(Continued from Page S)
apparent enthusiasm, which soon became real. It was
not long until her superior ability was recognized and
she was elected a member of the College Faculty.
Even though the college family was small as to numbers it was large in ambition, standards and ideals.
Each instructor must handle at least two subjects, more
when occasion demanded, and each one's program was
periodically undergoing change. In order to keep up
with the demands and in advance of the requirements,
and teach progressively, Miss Root spent a part of
every summer vacation in close study of the latest
findings on the subjects she was to present to her classes the following year. She was as earnest, as thorough, as capable as though connected with one of the
old, large schools of the country.
A part of the time she roomed in the girl's dormitory, Cloverleaf Cottage. Perhaps the longest period
was spent at Pinehurst Cottage as housemother in the
home of the boys. She enjoyed, especially, being head
of the "track table", by most of the instructors considered rather a trying place. While in a measure this
was true, to her it had decided advantages which she
thoroughly enjoyed and considered a splendid opportunity to study the psychology of the mind of the athletic young male of the human species. However, she
failed to avail herself of the opportunity of increasing
her vocabulary by adding to it some of the expressions
used by the progressive athlete.
Miss Root's work at Rollins College proved most absorbing. To its welfare and the interests of her students she gave herself unreservedly, counting no cost
too great for their advancement. The appeal was like
that of a family, it was so very personal. While her influence reached comparatively few persons, doubtless
it was more lasting and of greater weight than if exerted in behalf of a larger number of persons.
Facts are inert, it is only when facts as seeds are
planted in the soil of the active mind that theycome
alive. Miss -Root's great value as a teacher lay in her
power to cultivate and fertilize mental soil into productive activity. Her students at Rollins felt this
power and responded to it to a remarkably gratifying
degree.
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Miss Root was very happy in her associations with
the faculty. Here the spirit of mutual helpfulness was
paramount, an uplifting inspiring give and take. In
fact, the members of the faculty were so vitally a part
of her life, that by her vivid word pictures, she brought
them, severally, home and introduced them to her family, whose members accepted them in the spirit of
friendship in which they were presented. If these
characterizations could have been preserved, they
would form a most interesting and valuable sketch. So
vividly impressed were her sisters that after many years
certain of these pictures are recalled.
Perhaps the first to present itself is the beloved, honored name, Louise Abbott. She must have been a beautifully impressive character. She was known to Miss
Root's family as "Auntie Lou". Their friendship was
ideal.
In Grace Livingston (Mrs. Hill) she found a kindred
spirit, a versatility of talent that was a delight, a purposefulness and sincerity, winsome and appealing. In
later years she kept in sympathy with this friend
through her attractive publications.
In a letter received, recently, Mrs. Hill speaks as
follows: "My memories of Eva Root are sweet and
precious. We grew to be very close friends, though at
first I felt her reserved and felt that I should never get
really close to her.
"But one night something went wrong with some boy
in our flock. I was the gymnasium teacher and she
the mother in the boy's dormitory as well as teacher.
One boy had been doing something wrong. I have
forgotten completely how it was that we came to let
each other know how anxious we were about that particular young sinner, but something flashed from soul
to soul, and we each knew the other cared for the ne'erdo-well and was trying to save him.
"She drew me into her room and we talked it over,
his back-ground of a pretty, silly, child-mother who
spoiled him and a step-father who ignored him. And
then, strangely sweet the memory comes, we found
ourselves on our knees beside her bed, with our arms
about one another, praying for him, asking the Lord to
do for him what we could not do.
"When we rose from our knees she stooped and kissed
me, for she was much taller and some older, I think,
than I. I had great respect for her. But when she
kissed me I knew that she loved me and that I loved
her, from that moment we were sworn friends. From
that night she became a new interest in my life. We
had a secret bond between us.
"That first miscreant came to each of us the next
day and talked the matter over with us, confessed
and then with a firmly set jaw went to the Presidentof
the College, confessed and took his punishment with
new light in his eyes. He thanked us that we were
praying for him. Later we had the joy of knowing
that he had surrendered to the Lord Jesus.
"About that time I was trying to write a story of
Princess Elizabeth of France and could find very little
about her in English history. Finally I got trace of
the story of her life written in French and sent to
France for it. I shall never forget the day it arrived
and I discovered it was very unlike the French I knew.
I stumbled through a chapter or two by myself but
the next day, confided my disappointment to my dear
friend Eva. Instantly she offered to help me; she
was a fine French scholar while I only played with the
study briefly.
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Miss Root (seated on the steps) with a group of students on the porch of Pinehurst, then a boy's dormitory.

"The book proved to be written in old French and
difficult for even a fine French scholar but my beloved
friend spent time over it even in the midst of her busy
life. When our evening hour would come she would
be ready to help me in translating page after page,
thus the story was read with charmed and thrilling interest.
"Those were happy evenings that I look back upon.
She had charge of the study halls. Sometimes we sat
and read French for two hours. Oh, how I did enjoy
the time and how it helped me. I look back upon
those hours with deep delight and realize more and
more what a beautiful thing she did for me and what
a bright spot in my life was her friendship.
"I know too, how many of those boys over whom she
had charge, loved her and thanked her afterwards
for her firm discipline tempered with deep love and
interest. I have seen a number of them in these later
years and they always speak her name with deep reverence and love.
"But most of all, I look back upon those times of
prayer we had together for the boys and girls at Rollins when we two claimed the promise 'If two of you
shall agree on earth as touching anything that they
shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which
is in Heaven.'
"I do wish to say how dear Eva Root was and what
a power in Rollins College in its younger days. Thev
may have many great and wise ones there now, to take
our places but they will never find one who was a
stronger, sweeter influence nor one more powerful in
quiet prayer than Eva Root.
"This is all true and from my very heart."
Miss Root pictured Grace Peck and Hattie Peck
with their impelling attributes. Mrs. Robinson, Annie
Morton and Eva Lamson shared many of Miss Root's
pleasures, perplexities and satisfactions. She spoke affectionately of Gertrude Ford and Rex Beach, rather
youthful members of the faculty, both, former pupils.

In Chicago, several years ago, when "The Iron
Trail" was released as a moving picture and Rex Beach,
the author, was adding to the attractiveness of the entertainment by appearing in person and addressing the
audience, one of Miss Root's sisters in an interview
back stage, asked, "Do you remember Miss Root:"
His reply was, "Indeed I do, she was a very remarkable woman, having known her one could not forget."
He was then told that as long as she was able to do so
she read with much interest and pleasure his publications as they appeared. Recalling his aversion to
English composition and short story writing when under her instruction, she marvelled at his development
and came to the conclusion that he was too adventuresome, too original, to be held strictly to conventional
forms. The reading of Mr. Beach's stories lightened
the burden of many weary hours.
(To be continued)

President Holt Grandfather
Twice During Summer
President Holt has been blessed twice during the
past summer with grandfatherhood. Early in May
came the announcement of the birth of a daughter,
Beatrice Grace, to Mr. and Mrs. William LaVenture
of Brooklyn, New York. Mrs. LaVenture was before
her marriage Beatrice Holt. She has been spending
the summer at the Holt summer home in Woodstock,
Connecticut, with President and Mrs. Holt.
On July 30th President and Mrs. Holt received a
cable from Paris, France, announcing the birth of a
son to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Rotival. The young
man has been named for his grandmother, Mrs. Holt,
Alexandra Holt Rotival. Mrs. Rotival will be remembered as Lelia Holt.
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'F SPECIAL INTEREST to a great
number of Rollins Alumni will come the announcement made by President Holt at Commencement of
the appointment of Arthur D. Enyart as Dean of Men
at Rollins.
Dr. Enyart received the A. B. degree from Ohio
Wesleyan University and returned to that institution
to receive the A. M. degree in Social Science. Later
he received the degrees of S. T. B., and Litt. D., from
Boston University. In addition he has done further
graduate work at Harvard University and at Brown
University.
In 1911 Dr. Enyart came to Rollins College as Dean
of the College under Dr. Blackman's presidency. This
position he filled until 1917 when he left Rollins to
enter the World War. He was in France for several
months doing war personnel work. After his return
from France he accepted a position as Dean of the
Business Administration of Burdett College which position he held until 1929.
Because of a serious illness in 1929 Dr. Enyart came
to Winter Park in the hope of regaining his health.
Here he was warmly welcomed by a host of former
students and friends. It was President Holt's good
fortune to later persuade Dr. Enyart to teach one course
at the college during the Spring term. The past year
he returned to Rollins as Professor of Business Economics, in addition to which this year he will take up
his duties as Dean of Men.
It seems only natural that alumni returning to the
Rollins campus should be greeted by a beloved professor and many visits will be made happier because
of his presence on the campus again.

Early Alumnus
Visits Campus
Almost lost in a spot whose every nook and cranny
he once knew by heart was the experience of Hamilton
Johnson, Rollins class of '93, now head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Louisiana State
University.
Dr. Johnson visited the Rollins campus early in
August, this being his second visit back since his graduation. His first visit was made seventeen years ago.
At Rollins, Dr. Johnson was the only member of his
class, which should have been the class of '92, so at
the end of his junior year President Hooker asked him
to wait a year as the college could not afford the additional faculty necessary for the senior courses for one
student. Given a year's assistant professorship for the
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interim, he worked at the college while the class of '93
caught up with him. Two years in the old Rollins
Academy, one year of teaching and four college years
for his degree gave Dr. Johnson seven years of residence on the campus.
As an undergraduate he surveyed and "located" the
Cloverleaf hall site for the contractor. Cloverleaf then
stood where the present Administration building is and
it was the moving of this dormitory—more than the
score of new buildings which have been built and additional structures now going up—that confused the
Doctor upon his return.
The present Knowles Hall was not built when Dr.
Johnson visited the campus seventeen years ago, but
as an undergraduate he remembers Fanny Knowles
as a little girl in curls often seen playing about the
campus. Fanny Knowles, now Mrs. Frances Knowles
Warren of Boston, is the donor of the Knowles Memorial Chapel now under construction which is expected
to be one of the most beautiful college chapels in
America.
Dr. Johnson revived many of the old stories told
about greasing the tracks so the Dinkie would run off.
He was accompanied by his son, Hamilton, Jr. His
only regret was that he did not find President Holt
on the campus as that was one of his two objectives
in revisiting his alma mater. The other was, of course,
to show Rollins to his son.

-b<$&e&

A
Living Memorial
The most beautiful "memorial" to keep
alive the memory of a rich and useful life is
one that will be of service to succeeding generations.
Such a "memorial" is a College Library. In
a very real sense a Library is the heart of a
cultural college such as Rollins, a storehouse
of wisdom and a fountain of inspiration to
succeeding generations.
Rollins' immediate and outstanding need is
a library building with an adequate endowment to provide for growth and maintenance.
This would be for someone, a living "memorial", a projection of a life far into the future,
through the promotion of education.
You may be glad of this suggestion. Or you
may know of someone who either now, or by
bequest, would be glad to erect such a monument for himself or for some friend.
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Class of 1890
Forty-fifth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Clara Louise Guild, Winter Park, Florida
Miss Guild and her sister, Miss Alice Guild, motored
north the early part of June with Dr. and Mrs. Clarence Vincent of Winter Park. They spent the summer
at their home in Woodstock, New Hampshire, returning to Winter Park the latter part of September.
Class of 1897
Thirty-sixth Reunion in 1933
Secretary: Fred P. Ensminger, Demorest, Georgia
In a recent New York City tab Sidney Skolsky says
that the person who first said "She's so dumb she
thinks Rex Beach is a summer resort" put him over
with a bang. Mr. Skolsky goes on to give some very
interesting characteristics of Mr. Beach, such as the
fact that he is color blind and writes on green paper because it looks white to him. Rex Beach is running a
new novel in Liberty Magazine which is entitled "Money Mad", using Florida as a background.
Class of 1898
Thirty-fifth Reunion in 1932
Secretary: Myra G. Williams, Rock Ledge, Florida
Mrs. E. L. Huey (Mattie McAdory) represented
Rollins recently at the 75th Anniversary of the Founding of Birmingham-Southern College in Birmingham,
Ala
Class of 1900
Thirty-second Reunion in 1932
Secretary: J. Harold Dale, Billerica, Mass.
Mrs. Norma L. Baker (Anna Haydock) and her
daughter Florence, '33, drove to their home in Webster Groves, Mo., at the close of college to join Mr.
Baker for the summer.
Class of 1907
Twenty-fifth Reunion in 1932
Secretary: Grace Boone, 112 Grace Street, Orlando, Fla.
Frank J. Booth is Secretary of the Florida State Golf
Association for the coming year.
Class of 1910
Twenty-fifth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Marguerite V. Doggett, Kew Arlington,
Kew Gardens, Long Island
Marguerite Doggett has been doing some work at
the New York School of Social Work during the past
summer. She is now living at Kew Gardens.
Class of 1911
Twenty-third Reunion in 1934
Secretary: Mary G. Branham, 126 Lucerne Circle,
Orlando, Florida
The many friends of Mrs. David Simpson (Josephine Sadler) of Mt. Dora, will be shocked to hear of
the sudden death of her husband late in May. Mr.
Simpson -was instantly killed by a large beam which fell
hitting him on the head.
In a letter recently received from Mable Daniels written on the 5th of July in Nogoya, Japan, she says:

"Yesterday, on the. glorious Fourth, I heard America over the radio! The Fourth of July program from
San Francisco was picked up by a missionary friend
who is quite a radio fan. Then Tokyo also sent a short
Fourth of July program to America. I wonder if any
of you heard it. It was wonderfully thrilling to hear
actual conversation between these two countries on opposite sides of the Pacific, as they were preparing to
send out their programs. It was then about nine
o'clock in the evening here, but in America it was so
early in the morning of the Fourth that you may have
been eating your breakfast while listening in.
"I love my work, but its hurrah for vacation! I plan
to leave on the seventeenth to spend the rest of July
and the month of August in the Mountains."
Mary Branham attended the Summer School of
Peabody College in Nashville during the summer.
Class of 1914
Twentieth Reunion in 1934
Secretary: Airs. G. C. Bucher, Santiago, Cuba
Ray Trovillion and his family spent two weeks in
Winter Park during the summer visiting his parents.
Ray is connected with the Walk Over Boot Shop in
Miami.
Class of 1917
Sixteenth Reunion in 1933
Secretary: A. J. Hanna, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Florida
Mrs. Hazel Lenfest spent several days during the
past summer at Daytona Beach and entertained as her
house guest for a few weeks Miss Ruth Cole of St.
Petersburg.
From all reports Fred Hanna is having a most interesting sojourn in Spain. He is registered in the University of Madrid as a "Special foreign student" taking
work in early Florida history. He was recently elected
a member of the Author's Club of London, England.
The Authors Club of London is an association of gentlemen occupied in any branch of literature, professionally or otherwise. The president is Sir James M. Barrie, the playwright, and other prominent members are
Sir Gilbert Parker, the Marquis of Zetland, Sir Wilfred T. Grenfell, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Lord Dunsany and. Sir Hall Caine.
Class of 1918
Fifteenth Reunion in 1933
Secretary: Anne Catherine Stone, Winter Park, Florida
Mrs. Sara Yancey Reuter, who has received the Master's degree in Arts, and in Library Science at Columbia LTniversity is now employed as librarian in a high
school in Yonkers, New York, where she can be located at 30 Locust Hill. Sara is planning to enroll her
daughter in the 1940 Freshman Class of Rollins.
Florence Keezel visited her parents at Winter Park,
and at their home in the mountains of North Carolina
during the spring and summer.
Mrs. George Brass (Dorothy Koegel) and her husband, who is one of the Orlando City Commissioners,
spent their vacation touring in Canada.
Mrs. D. N. Bacot (Christine Hayward) after visiting friends in Mt. Dora and Orlando during June,
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sailed from Montreal, Canada, for Belfast, Ireland,
on a tour including England, France and Holland. In
September she will return to her family in New York,
where she is engaged in musical instruction in the
Greenwich Music School, The School of Social Service,
and the University Settlement.
Dr. Julia Allen visited Miss Helen Warner in Orlando during the summer.
The numerous friends of Miss Ethel Enyart are delighted to welcome her on her return to Winter Park,
with Dr. A. D. Enyart, Dr. Buhl and Mr. William
Cook, who spent the early part of the summer touring
New England. They returned about the middle of
July to Winter Park, where they are located for the
winter on Highland Avenue in Virginia Heights.
Sara Muriel received her Master's degree on August
24th from Peabody College in Nashville.
Class of 1919
Thirteenth Reunion in 1932
Secretary: Florence Stone, 630 West 168 th Street
New York City
Miss Margaret Shaw who received the Master of
Arts degree in Music from Columbia University this
past June is spending the summer in New York City.
Bolton Mallory and Nancy Carroll, noted film actress, were married July 3rd, at Newan, Conn.
Ada McKnight, who has been bookkeeper at the
Winter Garden Citrus Fruit Exchange during the past
year, is spending part of her vacation at Daytona Beach
and will resume her work at Winter Garden for another year the last of August.
Florence M. Stone, who completed her work for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Bacteriology at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University this past May, has been spending the summer
with her father and sister in Winter Park. She will
return to New York City in September and will be
engaged in teaching and experimental research at Columbia University.
_ _
Oscar Meadors who is married and now living in
Frostproof, Fla., visited his parents in Altamonte early
in the summer.
The sympathy of their many friends goes out to
Ephriam and Charles Conway in the loss of their
father during the past year. Ephraim, who was licensed to preach some time ago, is now studying at
the Methodist Seminary of Dallas, Texas. Charles,
who is now Chief Clerk of the Fruit Growers Express
in Washington, D. C, spent his summer vacation in
Palatka, visiting his mother and other relatives. He
was accompanied by Charles Junior.
Chandler Shaw who received his Master of Arts degree in History at the University of North Carolina
has been travelling in Europe, Egypt and Palestine
since the first of the year. During the summer he is
studying at Perugia, Italy, where his sister, Amy, plans
to join him and spend her vacation during the month
of August.
.
Below are extracts from letters written during his
travels:
American School of Oriental Research,
Jerusalem, Palestine.
"Damascus is disappointingly modern, but it is
much more beautiful than I had supposed. The gardens along its seven rivers are charming. We got a
fine view from a hill—went in Omayed mosque at the
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sundown Thursday service, saw the bazaars, and walked
along the street called 'Straight'. At Damascus and
my first night in Jerusalem I shivered in my overcoat
(March 27 and 29) while at Tiberius, below sea level,
it was very comfortable. Little Palestine has every
kind of climate. The Dead Sea region is tropical.
"Syria and Palestine are much more fertile than I
had supposed. The valley Caele-Syria, and the Plains
of Esdreaelen are as rich as Egypt. Galilee surprised
me with its wealth of grain, and so did Samaria. It's
beautiful country too. You see after Egypt and Greece
I'm getting used to lack of trees. Yet the olives here
take their place."
On the train between Cairo
and Luqsor.
"I've enjoyed Egypt more than anything I know.
The wonderful winter climate, the blue skies, the green
fields, the prosperous towns, and the oriental color appeal to me very much.
"I have been in four mosques in Cairo. Mohammed
Ali, at the citadel, is large and impressive, but modern
and artistic people don't seem to like it. Two of the
old mosques were very beautiful. I was most interested in the University Mosque, where students from
all over the Mohammedan world were sitting on the
floor, memorizing the Koran by reading aloud, with
bodies swaying back and forth, which they believe aids
the memory.
"Our afternoon to the pyramids of Gizeh was a most
interesting occasion. We all went out to Gizeh on the
tramway, and took a camel ride along the desert to
the Sphinx and the temple nearby. ... I climbed
the Great Pyramid. ... We had a gorgeous view in
the late afternoon sunlight from the top, and the fields
looked so green and the canals so blue. Cairo is located at the point of the delta and from the pyramid
top you can see how the delta widens out of the narrow Nile valley. We were served tea on the top of the
pyramid. As soon as I got down we went into the
inner passages. The passageway to the King's chamber is fairly easy to get to. Most of the way there is
plenty of room, there are modern steps and railings
and electric lights. You have to stoop quite a bit to
get to the Queen's chamber. But for the subterranean
chamber there are no steps and no lights. We had to
stoop all the way. Adjoining one of these_ chambers
is the Coptic museum. We spent some time there.
Some of the woodwork and things go over to the fifth
century. ... I am enjoying this four hundred mile
trip up the Nile very much. All the land is cultivated
and is pleasant to see. Many of the towns along the
way are most interesting. We saw the pyramids of
Lish and the big false pyramid at Maidum."
Class of 1920
Twelfth Reunion in 1932
Secretary: ]. Harold Hill, Winter Park, Florida
Mrs. Inez Bellows passed away at her home in Winter Park the latter part of May. She is survived by
three daughters, Anne, Jane and Florence (Mrs. Green
Rives), and a son, Eugene F. Bellows, all alumni of
Rollins College. Their many friends will wish to extend their sympathy to them in their loss.
Ethel Perkins, after leaving Rollins graduated from
Shepherd-Pratt Hospital and then took special training at the Walter Reed Army Hospital in Washington. She is now doing occupational training work in
Government Hospitals.
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Class of 1923
Thirteenth Reunion in 1936
Secretary: Mrs. G. B. Fishback, 1222 Kaley Avenue,
Orlando, Florida
Alice Campbell spent a few weeks at Daytona Beach
during the summer.
Marion Hines (A) is Assistant Book-keeper and
stenographer at the Adams Packing Company of Auburndale, Fla.
Class of 1924
Twelfth Reunion in 1936
Secretary: Curtis Atkissin, Box 875, Miami, Florida
The many friends of Evelyn Clark McDowall of Mt.
Dora and Daytona Beach, will be shocked to hear of
the sudden death of her husband the early part of July.
Mr. McDowall was taken seriously ill with an infection from which he did not rally. Mrs. McDowall
with her two small sons is now with her mother in Mt.
Dora.
Ken Warner spent two weeks in Florida the first
of April. Ken came down and spent a day with Fred
Hanna on the Rollins campus just before Fred sailed
for Spain.
Richard Starr (better known to his Rollins friends
as "Dick") and Dorothea Earl Bryant of Freeport, L.
I., were married April 4th, in the Rose Room of the
Hotel St. Mortiz, New York. They left immediately
for a wedding trip to the Michigan woods. They are
now making their home at Freeport, L. I. Mrs. Starr
is a novelist, writing under the name of Dorothea Bryant. She completed several manuscripts left by the
late James Oliver Curwood and edited "Falkner of
the Inland Seas", a collection of Curwood stories. Dick
is a special agent of the Employer's Insurance Company of London, England, having offices in New York.
Maurice A. Wheldon is a member of the Drum and
Bugle Corps of the Edward C. DeSaussure Post No.
9, American Legion of Jacksonville. Mr. Wheldon
made the trip to the State Convention, where the Corps
won the cup as champions of Class A in the state competition for drum and bugle corps and second place
in the competition open to all drum and bugle corps
in the state regardless of class. Mr. Wheldon says
all the bugling he knows was picked up on the Rollins campus.
Wallace Stevens has recently joined the staff of the
Hollywood News, Hollywood, Fla. He has taken over
the business and news activities. A recent newspaper
announcement of his appointment read, "Mr. Stevens
comes to the Hollywood News as a veteran Floridian.
A resident of Florida for a number of years he became
editor of the Bartow Daily Record, after attending
Rollins College at Winter Park, following the World
war in which he was an active participant. Following
six years editorial management on the Bartow Record,
in order to gain city experience, Stevens was with the
Atlanta Georgian for two years as a member of the
news staff, being promoted to a position of responsibility in the city news room because of ability in his line
of activities for that publicaton."
Class of 1925
Tenth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Douglass W. Potter, Kentucky Title
Company, Louisville, Ky.
The many friends of Becky Caldwell will regret to
learn of her father's death the first of May.
Peggy Backus Howe who has been spending some-
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time in the Phillippine Islands has now been transferred to China. Her sister, Elizabeth Backus of Hamilton, Ohio, is entered in the Freshman Class at Rollins for 1931-32.
Mrs. Hugh Skidmore (Mary Ellen Fuller) has
moved to Jacksonville and is connected with the Robert E. Lee High School. Ellen is teaching "Foods".
Mrs. Harry Kelly (Helen Dickinson) entertained
several Rollins couples with an informal buffet supper
at her home in Winter Park during the summer. The
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Sidney T. Carlson, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald C. Vincent and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shannon.
Eddie Parkinson spent her vacation in Florida with
her family and is now back on the job in Washington,
D. C.
Sam Smith is connected with the law firm of Williams
and Frierson of Chattanooga. Sam made his professional appearance at the races during the recent Derby.
Class of 1926
Ninth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: John D. Scott, 222 N. Mulberry Avenue
Statesville, N. C.
John B. Miller is studying at the Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey. For the past
two years John has been teaching in the Eustis (Fla.)
schools.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lofroos (Margaret White),
are announcing the birth of a son the first of June.
Congratulations Peg and Bozo.
Last May, Jack Evans was appointed secretary to
the General Superintendent of the Florida Power and
Light Company of Miami.
Eloise Arms Clark has a position in a branch office
of her father's Chemical business and is living in New
York City.
The many friends of Margery Ufford will be interested to learn of her marriage on June 20th to Mr.
Robley C. Williams of Ithaca, New York. Margery
had a very quiet wedding at her home in Canastoga.
Annabeth Wilson was her only attendant. Mrs. Ufford
served a delicious wedding breakfast following the
ceremony and Mr. and Mrs. Williams spent a delightful honeymoon up on Lake George. They are now
at home at 219 Bryant Avenue, Ithaca.
Johnny Scott attended the Summer School of Duke
University during the summer. He expects to visit the
college before the schools of North Carolina open in
the fall. Johnny returns as principal of the Monticello
School at Loray, N. C.
Mrs. M. A. Pickens (Fannie Mae Barnes) is now
living at 226 Oakland Ave., DeLand, Fla.
Class of 1927
Eighth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Katharine Lewis, Winter Park, Florida
Webber Haines who was graduated with the LL.B.
degree from the University of Florida in June, has
opened offices in Orlando with "Red" Winderweedle
and is now ready to get you out of difficulties.
June Mosher after having spent a part of the winter
in Orlando and Winter Park returned to her home in
Estherville, Iowa, for the summer. Later she will return to Orlando for the winter months.
After attending the little Rollins Reunion at Ginny
Fishers up in West Virginia, Dickie Dickson drove Eddie Parkinson and Louise Holland Champneys back to
Florida. Then she drove with her father up to at-
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tend the Pi Beta Phi Convention at Asbury Park, then
to Pittsburg to visit relatives and the middle of July
back to Daytona Beach for the remainder of the summer.
Billy Mulligan Stoner spent a week the middle of
August with Dickie over at Daytona Beach.
Mildred McConnell has been doing graduate work
at Columbia University during the summer.
Bea Jones Leigh has been touring Italy during the
summer after having studied at the University of Geneva.
Eleanor Pressey Burgdolt after spending the greater
part of the summer at Uniontown, Pa., visited in Toledo, Ohio, for a while.
Class of 1928
Seventh Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Gladys Wilkinson, Edgewater, Florida
Dr. John G. Gehring (Hon.) after several weeks in
the Baptist New England Hospital in Boston for complete rest, spent the summer at his home in Bethel,
Maine.
Annie Campbell spent a few days in Winter Park
during the summer visiting her family. From there
she went to Blue Ridge, North Carolina, to attend one
of the conferences. Annie is very actively interested
in church extension work, having charge of this field
in the state of Georgia.
Austin Lacey has a position teaching book-keeping,
typewriting and English at the Southern Shorthand
and Business University in Atlanta, Ga.
W. Elbert Winderweedle (Red) has recently announced the opening of Law offices for the general
practice of Law under the firm name of Haines, Haines
& Winderweedle with offices at 1008-9-10 Orlando
Bank and Trust Co., Bldg., in Orlando. Good luck,
Red.
Beatrice Larsen Vincent and small son, Hugh, spent
the last two weeks of July visiting with friends and
relatives in Asheville, North Carolina, and two weeks
in August were spent in Charleston, South Carolina.
Isabel Green spent a delightful ten days visiting
friends in Lake Placid during the summer.
Gertrude Ward spent her two weeks vacation the
latter part of July with her family at Daytona Beach.
Gertrude is secretary for the Winter Park Land Company.
Claude Couch was in attendance at the summer
school of Duke University this summer. After school
Sofie went up to his home in New Jersey where he
played professional baseball. Sofie goes back to the
Monticello High School in Loray, N. C, as coach for
the next year.
The many friends of Vaudine Logan Newell will be
shocked to hear of the sudden death of her husband,
Leigh Newell, which occurred in Orlando on the 8th
of June. Mr. Newell was a prominent lawyer in Orlando, a member of the firm of Newell & Boyer. He
attended Rollins before going to the University of Virginia where he received the degree of LL.B. The sympathy of her host of friends goes to Vaudine.
Class of 1929
Sixth Reunion in 1935
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 645 Putnam Avenue,
Orlando, Florida
Rodman Lehman joined one of the tours made up
for the teachers of the Southern states attending the
National Educational Meeting which was held in Los
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Angeles. The tour took them through the National
Parks. After the Educational meetings Rodman went
to Berkeley where he attended the summer sessions at
the University of Southern California. He also attended the International Convention of Christian Endeavor while there.
Ginny Fisher spent the summer at Ithaca, New York,
where she attended the Summer School of Cornell University. She attended the summer Reunion at Woodstock on the 19th of August. Ginny is returning to her
school at Moorefield, West Virginia, this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ollie Bandy (Emily Whitmore) spent
the summer visiting relatives and friends in Winter
Park. Ollie will return to his position in the Spanish
department of Tech High in Atlanta the latter part of
September.
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Fuller (Helen Foley) are making their home in Winter Park.
Ruth Ward spent the month of July with her family
in Winter Park. Ruth is entering her last year of
training in the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
Word was just recently received at the Alumni Office
of the birth of a son to Katherine Hicks Morrison
(Mrs. Bayard) of Swarthmore, Pa., the latter part of
February. Congratulations Kay.
Upon her arrival at the University of North Carolina where she is taking courses in the summer school,
Nancy Brown found Howard Delameter and Elizabeth
Atkisson already established there for study also.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest "Pinky" Zoller (Eda Soule)
spent a few weeks in Winter Park during July. While
in Florida they visited Ernie Upmeyer in Tampa for
a few days. They made their headquarters at the
Kappa Alpha house during their stay in Florida.
Bob Cross is connected with the Birmingham Gas
Company of Birmingham, Ala.
Class of 1930
Second Reunion in 1932
Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Winter Park, Florida
Hank Cobb has gone into the gold mining business
out in Wyoming and has made so good that he sent
twice the amount asked for to pay for the bronze
plaque on the Class Palm. Anybody interested in
real honest to goodness gold bricks write to Hank in
Centennial, Wyoming.
Despite the hard times everyone is talking about and
doing nothing to help, one of our number remembered
the poor Rollins Loyalty Fund and sent a big check.
You're a saint, Eleanor, and we all hope you will like
teaching in the Glastonbury High School as well as the
library work..
Boots Weston Tuttle writes Prexy that married life
is grand and there hasn't been a cross word yet.
A friend way up in Saratoga sent a newspaper clipping telling of the wedding of Ruby Quick and Perry
Addison White. The ceremony took place on a Saturday afternoon late in June in St. John's Church of
Richfield Springs, followed by a reception at the Hotel
Bloomfield. Ruby wore her mother's wedding gown
of princess lace over white satin, and her veil was of
tull with a cap of duchess lace which had been worn by
her grandmother; she carried an arm bouquet of white
roses and valley lilies. Mr. White graduated from the
Albany Academy and attended Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, and also took the world university cruise.
He is a member of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity and is
now connected with the New York Telephone Com-
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pany. After the honeymoon spent in Europe, they
will live in Albany, New York. You have everybody's
best wishes, Ruby.
Mazzie Wilson, Martha Schanck, and Clara Adolfs
were lucky enough to get to the Rollins Reunion held
at Prexy's home in Woodstock. Mazzie will forsake
Cornell this fall and return to Jacksonville for the
winter.
Billy Chapman sent her regrets instead of attending
the reunion, as she was to be on a cruise to Bermuda
at the time, recuperating from a siege of rheumatic
octogenarious.
It is still a mystery why Hugh McKean did not get
over on the 19th; no doubt, he was so busy in the
Harvard "Yard" that he could not get away. He has
been getting lectures on art, and said he had a hard
time to keep from questioning the profs in the good
old Rollins style.
Just as Virginia Stelle returned from her year in
France, Anita Cross set sail for a tramp on the Continent. From the plan she outlined her trip will be a
most interesting one that we will all want to hear
about.
In her usual thotful way, Carol Walter sent Prexy
a birthday message by wire. It seems that she has
been busy this summer entertaining Orlando friends,
taking care of Lottie and her mother and doing a good
turn daily.
Something went wrong with Asa Jennings' plans as
he had expected to be on hand at the Reunion. We
wonder if the affairs of Turkey or another affair kept
him away, or maybe he was helping "H" Pipkorn
capture one of the rare and elusive jobs in the big city.
It must be grand to be a school teacher and have
such a nice long vacation. Ruth Cole has been dividing her time between Winter Park, Sanford, and Daytona Beach; Luke Moseley has been fishing and swimming at Anna Maria Island; and Bob Boney has been
at home in Wauchula doing odd jobs, trying to be
patient until time to get back to Winter Park where
he will teach in the high school. Wouldn't we all like
to see a football game played between Bob's team and
the one Chet and Luke are coaching! The latter will
be at the same school in Palmetto and intend to have
early practice.
The last word that was heard from Cy Cockrell was
that he would sail for home the middle of July, but
maybe he was able to remain a while longer to do some
sightseeing on a bicycle.
Buddy Ebsen spent some time at Daytona Beach,
either giving lessons or taking them from the dancing
waves.
We had a big surprise in early August when Zoltan
Bekassy arrived in Woodstock. Instead of returning
to Hungary after graduating, it seems that he attended
Wittenberg College in Ohio this past year as well as
traveling all over the United States in a trusty old
Ford. He is more fortunate than some of us in that
he has a position teaching as soon as he arrives in
Budapest this fall.
Cecile Piltz has made up her mind that no matter
what, she will study law this year at the University
of North Carolina. Go to it, 'Cile, and when you get
your LL. D., we'll see if we can't send you some clients.
At last the deep dark secret is out. Mary Boyer
was so busy last winter attending the Grand Central
School of Art in New York City that she did not have
time to let us know about it, and she isn't telling it
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now, but the news just sneaked in! She won two
prizes, a first prize gold medal for Decorative Illustration, and first honorable mention in Portrait Painting.
Mary, you shouldn't try to keep such secrets from us
any more.
Flora Furen has not given up politics in Washington,
but for the coming year will gain experience in teaching; she is to be head of the English Department in
the Fort Pierce high school. This summer she has
been busy with Daily Vacation Bible School and
teaching expression.
Some people have all the luck—Ethel Hahn found
some money this summer and went and spent it on a
trip to DeLand to attend a young people's conference.
She made such an excellent record teaching that her
contract was renewed and salary boosted.
Bohuslav Glos is in the shoe business in Czechoslovakia, so we've been told.
When last seen in New Jork, Bob James looked as
happy as ever, even tho he was among those trailing
something to do.
Marj McMichael managed to get back to Winter
Park from Monmouth College in time for commencement. Her future plans seemed to be indefinite.
No one has yet come to the rescue with Rusty
Moody's address. What shall we do, let him stay lost?
Bob Sprague must like his work because he couldn't
leave it just one day even to be at the Rollins Reunion.
Since the last Record went to press, Cloyd Russell
lost his mother. We all extend our heartfelt sympathy
to him and his family.
No doubt, everyone has been too busy during vacation time to write a letter for publication, but we have
a promise of a good one for next issue.
Gottfried Dinzl received the degree of Master of
Business Administration last June from the University
of Pennsylvania, having passed the final examinations
with distinction. As his visa expires the 12th of September he will have to sail for home about that time.
Anyone wishing to write to him may address him as
follows:-—Kirchstetterngasse SI, Vienna XVI, Austria.
Jack Armstrong wrote something about his long enforced, long endured "leisure", whatever he meant by
that. No doubt, he has plenty of company in that
occupation just now. Anyhow, it was too bad he could
not attend the big Reunion in body as well as spirit.
Class of 1931
Second Reunion in 1933
Secretary: Sara Dickinson, Winter Park, Florida
An announcement of great interest received during
the summer was that of the marriage of Janet Stone
and Henry Gordon Robins. They were married on
June 30th, at her home in Framingham Center, Mass.
Congratulations and best wishes to you both.
Bill Reid after spending a few days in New York
visiting Rollins friends journeyed to Nantucket where
he was employed at the Sea Cliff Inn for the summer.
Penelope Patterson sailed on the M. S. Lafayette on
July 16th, for Sevres, France, where she will study
during the coming year. Penelope won the exchange
scholarship for France and will study at the Ecole
Normale Superieure where Virginia Stelle has been for
the past year. Kay Hosmer was in attendance there
during 1929-30.
Jane Folsom has been in camps ever since college
closed last June.
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Bob Stephens is employed by the Guarantee Trust
Company of New York. Bob could not be present at
the Woodstock Reunion but sent a message.
Sara Dickinson has been a member of the art colony at Monterey, Mass., during the past summer.
Candace Secor has been teaching crafts at a summer camp, Fernway Camp, at Monterey, Mass., during the past summer.
An announcement which will be of interest to their
many friends is that of the marriage of Marguerite
LoBean and David Schnuck in Orlando on August
5th. Bob and Kay (Spellman) Proctor drove down
for the wedding.
Marriages seem to be in vogue for the Class of 1931.
Merlin Barnes and Hildred Wilson were married soon
after the close of college. They have been in Winter
Park during the summer.
George Holt spent the summer at his home in Woodstock, Conn. George sailed for Europe on the 21st of
August where he will be for three years. He recently
won the Rhodes Scholarship for Florida and will be
studying at Oxford. He expects to meet Fred Hanna
and together they will attend the sessions of the League
of Nations in Geneva.
The many friends of Genevieve Litsey will regret to
learn of her death, which occurred on graduation day,
June 5th, at her home in Chicago.
Class of 1932
Announcement has been received of the marriage
of Dan Fisher to Miss Jean Evelyn Burger of Tampa.
The wedding took place on Easter at Dade City. Announcement was made of the marriage in June. Mr.
and Mrs. Fisher are now living at the Seminole Apartments, 4015 Seminole Avenue, Tampa.
Jimmie Armstrong attended the Summer School of
Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala. Jimmie had some difficulty at the beginning of school not
to pop up and ask questions but soon discovered a student there was supposed to be seen and not heard.
Harry Fosdick spent the summer at Old Orchards,
Maine.
Wade Graham spent the summer with his parents
at Hamilton, Va.
Roger Holt spent a few weeks in the North during
the summer and then returned to Winter Park for the
remainder of the vacation.
Lucille LeRoy spent several weeks in the North the
early part of the summer, attending the National Convention of Pi Beta Phi at Asbury Park, visiting with
the Lounsburys, attending the Yale Commencement
and the Yale-Harvard boat races. She also spent sometime in New York City before returning to Winter Park
and Rollins offices for the rest of the vacation period.
Dave McCallum spent the summer (except when on
the road to Tampa and back) on the campus.
Betty Rathbone spent the summer with her parents
at Palmer, Mass., and the Rathbone summer camp.
From all reports Miriam Sprague has also been "enjoying New England" this summer. She and her mother attended the Rollins Reunion at Woodstock.
The many friends of Lottie Turner will regret to
know that she was seriously ill during the early summer but will be glad to know that she is rapidly regaining her strength and that they will find her hearty
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welcome waiting for them upon their return to the campus in September.
Harriet Gleason attended the summer school of Cornell. She joined the Rollins group in Ithaca and from
all reports has had an interesting summer.
Class of 1933
Miriam Barnhill acted as swimming instructor at a
girl's camp during the summer.
Sara Bell spent a part of the vacation over at Nantucket Island.
Ruth Jeanne Bellamy took a short vacation motoring up to Michigan and back by New York State the
early part of the summer. The remainder of the summer she was employed in the Albertson Public Library
in Orlando.
Emily Bookwalter has recently joined the Players
Club of Cleveland and is taking an active part in their
presentations.
George Carrison spent most of the summer at his
home in San Jose, Jacksonville, Fla.
Wallace Child spent the summer up at Old Orchards,
Maine, where he had a position.
Ed Cruger spent the summer at his home in Peekskill, N. Y. He attended the Rollins Reunion in Woodstock.
Beth Cutter spent most of the summer at Cape May,
N. J., with her parents. She attended the Rollins Reunion at Woodstock.
An announcement which will be of interest to many
is that of the marriage of Carl Morris Dann, Jr., to
Miss Catherine Lawson, in Asheville, N. C, during the
first week in August.
The many friends of Grace and Miles Dawson will
regret to learn of the sudden death of their father the
last of June.
Polly Dudley entertained a group of Rollins friends
at a small dinner party at her home in Newtonville,
Mass., during the summer.
Jean Fullington spent a busy summer doing Student
Service Work in Georgia.
Dorothy Hallett took a lovely trip up through New
York State the latter part of August.
Nancy Hargis attended the National Convention of
Pi Beta Phi held at Asbury Park during the summer.
Gwen Heilman represented Alpha Mu chapter of
Gamma Phi Beta at their National Convention held
the latter part of June.
Harriet Hiller and Frank Parsons were married during the summer. Their plans are not known at the
present time.
Phil Horton spent the summer at his home in Peekskill, N. Y.
Will Rogers has been back at his old job in a camp
up in New Hampshire.
Bob Stevenson has been spending the summer in
Orlando, part or most of the time on the campus._
Eleanor Wright was at her home at Clifton Springs,
N. Y., this summer, spending a week in Woodstock,
Connecticut.
An announcement which will be of interest to many
is that just received of the marriage of Edith Moffat
to Mr. Cecil M. Matheson of Montreal. They were
married in Montreal on August 8th and are now mak-
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ing their home in Montreal. Mr. Matheson is connected in business with the Fraser and Restigouch
Companys, Ltd., of Canada.

FACULTY NOTES

Class of 1934

Dr. Helen W. Cole sailed on May 13th for a summer
in Europe.
Permelia Allen, former instructor in the Art Department, spent the winter in Miami and stopped for a
short visit on the Rollins campus on her way north.
Miss Allen is living at 225 College Street, E., Oberlin,
Ohio.
Mrs. W. F. Blackman celebrated her birthday on
July 1st. She and Dr. Blackman also celebrated their
47th wedding anniversary which occurred on that day.
Their many Rollins friends will wish them many happy
years to come.
Mr. Clarence C. Nice and his family spent the month
of July at Daytona Beach.
Dr. Edwin Clark attended the Interracial Conference held in Nashville, Tenn., during July. Earlier
in the summer Dr. Clark went out to Colorado, his
former home, with his father.
Mrs. F. W. Enright spent part of the summer visiting friends in Atlanta, Ga.
President Holt has been spending the summer at his
home in Woodstock, Conn., where he has been "haying
it", gathering stones for the Walk of Fame and otherwise furthering the cause of Rollins. The annual Summer Rollins Reunion was held at his home on the 19th
of August. Early in August Dr. Holt preached at the
little Congregational church in Woodstock.
Professor and Dean Bingham have been spending
the summer at their home in Manchester, N. H. The
early part of the summer Professor Bingham attended
the summer school at Harvard.
Dean and Mrs. Anderson and daughter, Shirley,
have been spending the summer at North Bridgton,
Maine. Dean Anderson set up offices in the village
school house where he has been interviewing prospective students and looking after the affairs of college.
He spoke at the Bridgton Congregational Church on
the 30th of August at the Forum on the subject of
"Individualization in Education."
Dr. Charles A. Campbell and Mrs. Campbell have
been at their summer home at Hartwood, New York.
Mrs. Campbell has been recuperating after a serious
operation and her friends will be glad to know she is
much improved.
Dr. Thomas P. Bailey has been acting as resident
psychologist at the Sanitarium at Union, South Carolina.
Dr. A. D. Enyart, recently appointed by President
Holt as Dean of Men at Rollins, spent a few weeks
the early part of the summer at his former home in
Boston. About the middle of July he returned to
Winter Park and will take up his duties with the coming of the Freshman Class the last of September.
Dr. Richard Feuerstein has been spending the summer in Winter Park. His time has been occupied with
a detailed study of Elizabethan literature.
Dr. Royal W. France and his family have been
spending the summer at their summer camp at Green
Lake, New York.
Dr. Frederick R. Georgia and family have been in
Highlands, N. C, where they have been building a
summer camp.
Dr. James M. Glass spent the early part of the sum-

Margaret Barnum spent a few weeks during the
summer at Daytona Beach.
Anne Chapin spent the summer with her parents
at Great Neck, L. I. She attended the Rollins Reunion
at Woodstock with her brother, Thomas, who will be
at Rollins next year doing Post Graduate work.
Betty Childs spent a quiet (?) summer at home with
her parents at Mountain Lake, N. J.
Louise Coogler has been at home in Brooksville this
summer.
Ruth Crane packed her bags and went to Michigan
for the vacation.
We suppose "Missy" Davis has been in Tampa all
summer because of the regular week-end trips in that
direction of a certain blue Ford from the Rollins campus.
Maurice Dreicer has been studying at the King
School of Oratory in Philadelphia during the summer.
Laura Belle Fisher has been in Philadelphia all summer where she has been taking a business course. This
is Laura Belle's first trip north and from all reports
she is enjoying it very much.
Dave Fitzgerald is being very noble this summer,
saving lives on the beach at Nantucket. When you
visit Nantucket next summer be sure to patronize
"Cliff Side Beach", best beach on the island (we'll
vouch to the truth of that statement even though the
water may sometimes go below 70 degrees.)
From reports received Dave Fris has been enjoying
New England this summer.
Ruth Harris went out to Colorado during the summer with her father.
Jack Howden has been staying around Muskegon
most of the summer we understand.
Walter Jordon and Frank Dent have been having a
wonderful summer out on a ranch in New Mexico.
They are telling some wild tales about desert country
and the call of the Coyote out on the mesa.
Kingsley Karnopp has had rather an unfortunate
vacation. He has spent most of the time with his foot
in a plaster cast. We hope it is very much improved
by this time.
Ralston Pickering spent sometime up in Maine during the summer. He and Gregory Williams attended
the Rollins Reunion in Woodstock.
Sue Robertson attended the national convention of
Gamma Phi Beta the latter part of June.
George Rogers has been home, working some and
resting some.
Bob Stufflebeam has been spending most of the summer up on Lake Michigan.
Ralph Tourtellotte spent the summer at his home
in South Woodstock, serving on the general committee
for the Reunion at Prexy's home.
Dick Washington spent a few days at his home in
Cherokee, N. C, then returned to the campus where
he has been working during the summer.
Eleanor Wilcox spent the summer with her parents
in Durham, Conn. She attended the Rollins Reunion.
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mer teaching in the Summer School of the University
of Iowa in Iowa City. The latter part of the summer
he spent teaching special courses in Secondary Education at the Summer School of the Colorado State Teachers College in Greeley.
Professor Edwin 0. Grover has been spending a
quiet summer in Winter Park.
Professor Herman F. Harris and his daughter, Ruth,
have spent the larger part of the summer out in Colorado.
Dr. and Mrs. Lounsbury drove north immediately
after graduation at Rollins to attend the graduation at
Yale where their son was graduated. Dr. Lounsbury
also attended the Institute of Politics at the University
of Virginia. The latter part of July they returned to
Winter Park where they spent the remainder of the
summer.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred L. Pattee have been at Middlebury, Vermont, where Dr. Pattee has had his usual
classes at the Breadloaf School during the summer
session.
Professor Harry Pierce has been studying for his
Master's Degree and also teaching during the summer
at the King School of Oratory in Philadelphia.
Professor John A. Rice has been spending the summer with his family at Winter Park and at the Beach.
He has been working on a book on Swift during his
spare moments.
Professor Josiah Spurr has been spending the summer at his home in New Rochelle, New York.
Dr. James B. Thomas and Mrs. Jessamine Lockwood
were married at a quiet ceremony at St. Bartholomew's
Church in New York by Dr. Robert Norwood (Hon.
D.D.). They have been spending the remainder of
the summer at the Thomas summer home at Christmas
Cove, Maine.
Dr. J. C. Th. Uphof has been spending a quiet summer at his home in Orlando.
Professor and Mrs. Willard Wattles have been spending the summer in Winter Park.
Professor Edward F. Weinberg spent the summer
conducting his summer camp for boys, the Manhattan Camp, at Adirondack, New York.
Miss Alice Lerch, Librarian, has been spending the
summer at their camp in Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lynch (Dorothea Thomas) after
spending the early part of the summer at Daytona
Beach and Winter Park sailed by boat to Boston in
time to attend the Rollins Reunion on the 19th of
August. After the Reunion they went to New York
where Dorothea "did" the theatres and then back to
Winter Park for the opening of college.
Coach Jack McDowall attended the Summer School
of Duke University. The remainder of the summer
was spent in Black Mountain, No. C, with Mrs. McDowall and daughter, Sara.
Bob Evans, newly appointed Assistant for Jack McDowall spent the summer at Springfield at the Y. M.
C. A. School of Physical Education.
Miss Marjorie Webber began work during the past
summer on her Ph.D. degree in Physical Education
at New York University.
Professor Cecil Oldham spent the summer at his
home in England. He is also completing his work for
the degree of Litt.B. at Oxford.
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Professor and Mrs. Drier have been visiting at Long
Island during the summer.
Professor and Mrs. Malcolm Forbes have been at
their summer home at Woods Hole, Mass.
Mrs. Ruby Newby spent the summer at Monterey,
Mass.
Miss Bernice Shor spent the summer visiting in Vermont.
Professor Rhea Smith spent the summer with his
parents in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sproul spent the summer at
Amherst, Mass.
Mr. George Ganiere spent the summer at his studio
in DeLand, Florida, where he did some special work
in modeling.
Mr. E. T. Brown was forced to enter the Battle
Creek Sanitarium the early part of August. Mrs.
Brown and Barbara have been spending the month
of August at Daytona Beach.

Rollins in the News of the Day
(Continued from Page 11)
a prestige in the nation beyond its size. The state suffered a loss in the departure of Dr. Holt, but that loss
is somewhat compensated by the knowledge of the
splendid work he is doing in the cause of education.
Gainesville News, July 31:—Despite a much stiffer
schedule for his Tar gladiators of the gridiron, Rollins College's head Coach Jack McDowall is said to
be wearing a broad grin. With comparatively light
losses from graduation and illness, the varsity team
which lost only one game last season will be augmented
by material from a freshman team which proved itself
the equal of the first string.
Particularly interesting will be the final game of the
year, when Lynchburg College, Virginia, meets Rollins in Winter Park. Lynchburg is coached by one
Howard Tallman, former Rollins College athletic director. Tallman, usually pessimistic, admits he will
have a good team this fall.
St. Petersburg Independent, August 7:—"Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler says he needs £39,500,000 for
Columbia University. Who does he think he is-—
Hamilton Holt?"
Florida Times-Union, August 7:—"Having about exhausted 'runt golf, horseshoe pitching and other outdoor games, the young people are now turning their
attention to archery, which is a .most fascinating sport
and one which was handed down from the Indians.
One of the best archery teams in the South is that of
Rollins College, at Winter Park. Competing against
sixty-seven colleges representing thirty-one states, the
Rollins College Archery team placed fifteenth in the
second annual National Intercollegiate Spring Archery
Tournament, beating such colleges as Wellesley, Mt.
Holyoke, Perdue, Cornell, Agnes Scott, Lake Erie,
Sweet Briar, University of Illinois and others. Rollins
made 353 hits for a score of 1513 points. Topping
the list was the University of California, with 520 hits.
This proves that Rollins students are able to hit the
bull's eye with an arrow as well as in their studies."
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democracy; the attitude of tolerance and open-mindedness, of world outlook; the search for Truth and Independent thinking; the joy in creative work and happy endeavor. In a very real sense President Holt himself is the "corner stone" of the New Rollins. If these
things have been possible during the past five uncertain years, what may not the next five years bring
forth?

fi^IVE YEARS is a short time in the
life of an educational institution. Yet the last five
years, covering the administration of President Hamilton Holt have been momentous ones for Rollins. One
by one his dreams for Rollins are coming true. That
he has been able to accomplish so much during one of
the worst business depressions in the history of the
United States, and in the face of the collapse of_ the
Florida boom, in spite of hurricanes and the Mediterranean fly, makes the miracle all the greater. Some of
the more significant evidences of Rollins growth are:
1. THE INCREASED FACULTY: The first task
undertaken by President Holt was the strengthening
of the faculty which has increased from 29 in 1925 to
65 in 1931, or one professor for every ten students.
2. THE INCREASED STUDENT BODY: The
student body has grown steadily from 368 in 1925 to
516 different students enrolled this year, representing
thirty-six states and fourteen foreign countries, with a
waiting list for the next two years.
3. THE CONFERENCE PLAN: This is a substitute for the lecture, quiz and recitation plans used in
most colleges. It has attracted nation-wide attention
and after five years it is no longer an experiment.
4. MODERNIZED CURRICULUM: Beginning
next fall the new curriculum based on achievement will
go into effect. This was the result of the work of the
faculty curriculum committee, two student-faculty com- John Scott, '26 and Claude Couch, '28 in front of their "place
of business", the Monticello High School of Statesville, N. C.
mittees, and the report of the Curriculum Conference
presided over by Dr. John Dewey of Columbia.
PORT OF MISSING
5. INCREASED ENDOWMENT: In addition to
providing for the former annual deficit, President Holt
ADDRESSES
has added more than a million dollars to the general
Help in locating the following
endowment fund during the last eighteen months.
former students will be most grate6. ROLLINS HALL: This is a new dormitory
fully received by the Alumni Office:
for men and was the first unit of the New Rollins to
Mrs. Anderson Snow (Ella Mae
be built.
Weeks)
7. MAYFLOWER HALL: This beautiful new
Jean Knowlton
dormitory for girls was completed last fall.
Vincent Hoefling
Roberta North
8. PUGSLEY HALL: This artistic new dormiVirginia Wilder
tory for girls is connected with Mayflower Hall by a
Charles G. Evans
cloister which overlooks Lake Virginia.
Mrs. Walther L. Lloyd (Florence
9. KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPEL: This
Johnson)
stately Chapel now in process of construction will seat
Charlotte Miller
800 and be one of the most beautiful church edifices
Estelle Metchik
in the South.
Leroy Pease
10. ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE: Plans are
John McRainey
now being drawn for this College Theatre which is the
Asher Bard
gift of Mrs. Edward W. Bok.
Royal Klintworth
11. DYER MEMORIAL OPEN-AIR AMPHIHarold K. Daniels
THEATER: This lovely outdoor auditorium is to be
Airs. John G. Foster (Margaret
placed between Knowles Memorial Chapel and the
Wing)
Annie Russell Theatre.
John J. Quill
Mrs. Carl B. Rhodes (Margaret
12. ROLLINS SEASHORE CAMP: This latest
Bencini)
gift of a seashore pavilion at Coronado Beach will help
to make Rollins still more the "open-air college of
Samuel C. Noble
Samuel H. Hodgin
America."
Mrs. J. C. Hill
These are only the outward symbols of the inward
Mrs. Ernest Reinhardt (Dorothy
growth of Rollins during the past five years.
Richards)
Its most precious assets are intangible,—the spirit
of adventure in learning; the ideals of friendliness and
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H(foe you sent in your
Contribution to the

\on.\
93
Rollins
Loyalty
Fund ?
IF not, won't you send in your donation (no
matter how small it may be) right away?
Prove to President Holt that Rollins Alumni
are standing solidly back of him during this
trying financial period! Your contribution now
will prove your loyalty to Rollins and greatly
encourage Prexy in his drive for increased
endowment for YOUR ALMA MATER

PICTORIAL PRESENTATION OF

1931 Football Season

ALUMNI !-Come Cheer the Rollins Mariners On!
Legend:
Legend:
Oct. 9—Rollins vs. Alabama State Teachers ColNov. 21—Rollins vs. Bowdon State College at Bowlege at home
don, Ga.
2Ct" i^°lrnS VS- ^0UtheTnT C°Uege at A*™ •
Oct. 23—Rollins vs. Miami University at Miami
Oct. 31—Rollins vs. South Georgia State at home
Nov. 14—Rollins vs. Millsaps College at home

Nov 26-Rollins vs. Piedmont College at Demorest,
Qa
Dec. S—Rollins vs. Lynchburg College at home

